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Effective human resources management within the
information systems (IS) industry has been
undermined by two endemic problems. First,
widespread shortages of IS personnel exist. Second,
employee turnover within the IS industry has been
high. To alleviate the effects of these problems,
management must attempt to ensure that IS
personnel are committed, motivated, and satisfied
with their current positions and career prospects. To
provide a basis for improving the management of IS
personnel, a survey of Australian IS professionals
was conducted to determine their attitudes toward
their jobs and their individual growth needs and
social needs. The results obtained were compared
with those obtained for IS professionals in the US.
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1. INTRODUCTION
"[Hjuman resource questions ... are among the most
critical to the successful functioning of the information
systems department.’’1
Effective management of human resources in the in
formation systems (IS) industry has been under
mined by two endemic problems. First, widespread
shortages of qualified personnel exist in all IS occu
pations. The shortfall is international in nature. In an
attempt to address the problem in Australia, the
Business Council of Australia (BCA), the Federal
Government, 76 sponsoring organisations, and a
number of tertiary institutions have recently
launched the National Co-operative Education Pilot
Programme in Computer Information Systems. A
major objective of this programme is to consider the
education requirements for the IS industry within
Australia because of “the recognition by government,
industry and academics that there are just not enough
qualified people available to satisfy the needs of the
information technology industry.”2
Second, employee turnover in the IS industry is
high. Early research by Bartol (1983) on U.S. turn
over rates indicated a chronic problem existed, with
annual turnover rates of 15-28 percent. Later re
search by Ginzberg and Baroudi (1988) found that
high turnover rates had persisted. Anecdotal evidence
suggests this situation also exists in Australia.
IS staff shortages and high turnover rates have
many undesirable consequences. For example, they
exacerbate the problems associated with application
backlogs and compromise development and mainte
nance work. They also undermine national competi
tive advantage in those industries where IS plays a
part. Australia Reconstructed (Department of Trade,
1987), for example, argues a link exists between the
shortage of technological skills and Australia’s very
low level of technology-based exports (see, also, Finn,
1987).
The problems of IS staff shortages and high turn
over rates can only be corrected in the long run.
Thus, maximising the productivity of the existing IS
workforce becomes a critical, immediate objective. It
can be achieved, at least partially, by ensuring IS
personnel are committed, motivated, and satisfied
with their current position and career prospects.
In this paper we describe a research project that
investigated the attitudes of Australian IS profession
als toward their jobs and their individual growth
needs and social needs. The results obtained were
compared with those obtained for IS professionals in
1. Ginzberg and Baroudi (1988, p. 586).
2. Lawler (1989, p. 3).
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the U.S. and Singapore. This earlier research indi
cates that IS professionals differ substantially from
other professionals in terms of their work attitudes,
growth needs, and social needs. The Australian re
sults indicate that management can improve the mo
tivation, performance, and job satisfaction of IS
professionals by providing more supervisory feed
back, increasing participation in goal setting, and
recognising potential mismatches between IS profes
sionals’ growth needs and the motivation potential of
the jobs they hold.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of prior research on
the motivation of IS professionals. Section 3 de
scribes the theoretical model of job motivation that
underlies the empirical research conducted. Section 4
describes the survey research undertaken in Austra
lia. Section 5 presents the results obtained. Section 6
discusses the implications of the results for manage
ment. Finally, Section 7 presents some brief conclu
sions.
2. PRIOR RESEARCH ON MOTIVATION
LEVELS OF IS PERSONNEL
Over the past 15 years, several researchers have
examined human resource problems in the IS indus
try. They have focused on a number of areas includ
ing occupational stress, turnover, career structure,
reward systems, work environment, job characteris
tics, motivation, and productivity (see, e.g., Bartol,
1983; Bartol and Martin, 1982; Baroudi, 1985;
Baroudi and Ginzberg, 1986; Ginzberg and Baroudi,
1988; Ivancevich et al., 1983; Licker, 1983).
The most most extensive work, however, has been
carried out by Couger and his colleagues. In the mid1970s, Couger and Zawacki (1978a, 1978b, 1979)
conducted the first comprehensive study of motiva
tion levels among IS professionals. They surveyed a
wide range of IS job classifications across a variety of
industry groups. Their objective was to analyse jobs
for ways to improve satisfaction, motivation, and
productivity. Based on their findings, they concluded:
(1) Analysts, programmer/analysts, and program
mers have the highest growth need strength of any job
category previously surveyed (i.e., non-IS jobs). They
also have the lowest social need strength among pro
fessionals.
(2) The match between the motivating potential of
IS jobs and the growth needs of IS employees can be
improved, even though the motivating potential of IS
jobs was higher than for most other jobs.
(3) Supervisory feedback to IS employees can be
improved.
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(4) IS jobs can be redesigned to increase satisfac
tion and productivity, particularly in the computer
operations area.
(5) Changes in compensation structures can be
used to improve IS job satisfaction.
(6) IS professionals are different from the general
population of workers. They behave differently, and
hence they should be managed differently.
Couger has continued to conduct research on IS
employee motivation since the initial studies with
Zawacki. Subsequently he has captured data on the
motivation characteristics of over 11,000 IS person
nel in the U.S. and over 5,000 IS personnel from
other countries (Couger and Motiwalla, 1985; Couger
et al., 1987; Motiwalla, 1986). This data has been
collected using a modified version of the Hackman/
Oldham Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) instrument
that Couger developed with Zawacki. He has now
established motivation norms for a number of job
classifications in the IS industry based on this data.
These norms have been used to identify areas that
require special attention in light of data collected
from subsequent surveys of the motivation character
istics of IS personnel.
3. THE HACKMAN/OLDHAM MODEL OF
WORK MOTIVATION
The fundamental model underlying Couger’s research
is a model of work motivation developed by Hackman and Oldham (1975, 1976). The model predicts
that five “core” job dimensions lead to three critical
psychological states (Figure 1). If employees experi
ence higher levels of these three psychological states,
they will feel better about themselves and improve
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Figure 1. Hackman and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model of
Work Motivation.
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their performance. The links between the core job
dimensions and the critical psychological states and
between the critical psychological states and personal
and work outcomes are moderated by an employee’s
growth need strength (GNS). The following subsec
tions describe the elements of the model in more
detail.
3.1 Critical Psychological States
As specified by Hackman and Oldham (1976, p.
256), “[t]he model postulates that an individual ex
periences positive affect to the extent that he learns
(knowledge of results) that he personally (experienced
responsibility) has performed well on a task that he
cares about (experienced meaningfulness).” They
point out that these internal rewards (positive affect)
are reinforcing to employees, thereby causing them to
perform well. If employees don’t perform well, they
will try harder to get the internal rewards that good
performance brings. “The net result is a selfperpetuating cycle of positive work motivation pow
ered by self-generated rewards. This cycle is
predicted to continue until one or more of the three
psychological states is no longer present, or until the
individual no longer values the internal rewards that
derive from good performance” (Hackman, 1977,
p. 129). Self-generated (internal) motivation should
be highest when all three psychological states are
present.
The three psychological states are defined as fol
lows:
(1) Experienced Meaningfulness of the Work. The
degree to which the individual experiences the job as
one which is generally meaningful, valuable, and
worthwhile.
(2) Experienced Responsibility for Work Outcomes.
The degree to which the individual feels personally
accountable and responsible for the results of the
work he or she does.
(3) Knowledge of Results. The degree to which the
individual knows and understands, on a continuous
basis, how effectively he or she is performing the job.
3.2 Core Job Dimensions
Hackman and Oldham define each core job dimen
sion as follows:
(1) Skill Variety. The degree to which a job requires a
variety of different activities in carrying out the work
and involves the use of a number of different skills
and talents possessed by a person.
(2) Task Identity. The degree to which the job re
quires completion of a “whole” and identifiable piece
of work; that is, doing a job from beginning to end
with a visible outcome.

(3) Task Significance. The degree to which the job has
a substantial impact on the lives or work of other
people, whether in the immediate organization or in
the external environment.
(4) Autonomy. The degree to which the job provides
substantial freedom, independence, and discretion to
the individual in scheduling the work and in deter
mining the procedures to be used in carrying it out.
(5) Feedback. The degree to which carrying out the
work activities required by the job results in the in
dividual obtaining direct and clear information about
the effectiveness of his or her performance.
Note from Figure 1 that three job characteristics
(skill variety, task identity, task significance) combine
additively to enhance the experienced meaningful
ness of a job. Experienced responsibility for work
outcomes is increased when a job has high autonomy,
and knowledge of results is increased when a job is
high on feedback.
3.3 Overall “Motivating Potential” of a Job
According to the model, the overall potential of a job
to internally motivate an employee should be highest
when all of the following are true: (a) the job is high
on at least one of the three job dimensions that lead
to experienced meaningfulness; (b) the job is high on
autonomy; and (c) the job is high on feedback. The
Motivating Potential Score (MPS) is a measure of the
degree to which the above conditions are met. The
score is computed as follows:
MPS = ((Skill Variety + Task Identity + Task Signifi
cance) -5-3) x Autonomy x Feedback
Since skill variety, task identity, and task significance
are additive, note that any one or even two of these
characteristics could be missing, but the employee
could still experience motivation. If all three are
missing, however, or either autonomy or feedback is
missing, the job would offer no motivating potential
(MPS = 0).
3.4 Individual Growth Need Strength
Hackman and Oldham (1976) argue that individual
differences, as manifested in an employee’s Growth
Need Strength (GNS), moderate how employees react
to their work. They contend (p. 258): “ ... people
who have high need for personal growth and develop
ment will respond more positively to a job high in
motivating potential than people with low growth
need strength.” Thus, for a job with a high MPS, high
growth need employees should experience high in
ternal motivation, high growth satisfaction, and pro
duce high-quality performance with reduced
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL. VOL 22, NO. 3, AUGUST 1990 79
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absenteeism and turnover. Employees with low GNS,
on the other hand, may be overstretched by the job.
3.5 Personal and Work Outcomes

If all the core job characteristics are present, and
given high employee GNS, the model predicts the
critical psychological states will be high, which in
turn ensures the desired personal and work outcomes
will be produced. These outcomes include high in
ternal work motivation (rather than external motiva
tion through external factors such as incentive pay),
high-quality performance, high satisfaction with the
job (especially satisfaction with opportunities for per
sonal growth and development on the job), and low
turnover and absenteeism. All these outcomes are
expected to be more positive for jobs with a high
MPS.
3.6 Social Need Strength

Employees in the IS industry, particularly computer
programmers, have often been accused of being in
troverted and loners. For example, Weinberg (1971,
p. 52) observes: “If asked, most programmers proba
bly say they preferred to work alone in a place where
they wouldn’t be disturbed by other people.”
However, rather than introversion, IS personnel are
characterized by low Social Need Strength (SNS),
which is defined as the degree to which an employee
needs to interact with other employees (Couger and
Colter, 1985, p. 16). This need for interaction can be
manifested both on and off the job.
SNS is not incorporated into the model of motiva
tion; rather, it is measured to provide insights into
the makeup of an employee or group of employees.
This knowledge may allow management to react for
the benefit of the organisation and the individual.
Couger and Zawacki (1978a) found that SNS for IS
professionals was significantly less than for employees
in other professions, yet their satisfaction with co
workers was normal. Based on their survey results,
they conclude (p. 122): “ ... management does not
need to reduce emphasis on the project team, it just
needs to control the frequency and duration of team
meetings.” In addition, they argue (p. 123): “
a.
low social need may indicate the need for additional
training on supervisory techniques when DP profes
sionals are promoted to management positions.”
In spite of some criticisms of his views (Ferratt and
Short, 1986, 1988), Couger (1988) maintains that his
position has not changed in the decade since his
initial study because replication of the original re
search continues to indicate a low social need for all
professional IS job types.
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4. THE AUSTRALIAN SURVEY
Given the importance of managing human resources
in the IS industry, the current research has three
major objectives:
(1) Using the Couger-Zawacki survey instrument (see
Appendix for a brief description) to replicate this
research in the Australian context by undertaking a
national survey of IS professionals to determine job
characteristics and motivational norms for Australian
IS professionals.
(2) In light of the results of the survey, to determine
whether Australian IS personnel are similar in char
acteristics to their overseas counterparts. It is then
possible to determine whether the managerial recom
mendations made in the context of overseas research
are appropriate in the Australian context.
(3) To determine whether there are IS job categories
or characteristics in Australia that need management
attention and where motivation needs to be im
proved.
To gain access to a large number of IS profession
als, a request was made to the National Management
Committee of the Australian Computer Society
(ACS) to use the ACS membership mailing list to
distribute the Couger-Zawacki instrument. This re
quest was approved.
Because research funds were limited, two proce
dures were followed to reduce the survey costs. First,
rather than undertake a separate, more costly mail
ing, the instrument was included as an insert with the
monthly mailing of the ACS magazine, Professional
Computing. Second, a follow-up mailing was not per
formed. While collectively these two measures con
tained costs and ensured anonymity, they may have
reduced the response rate. Therefore, to encourage
members to respond, the instrument included a replypaid envelope. In addition, the covering page indi
cated the ACS National Management Committee had
approved and supported the research project. The
cover page also highlighted the benefits that the find
ings might provide, such as recommendations to
assist management in achieving higher levels of mo
tivation, job satisfaction, and performance.
Unfortunately, the survey respondents may not be
truly representative of the population of IS profes
sionals in Australia. The ACS is the national society
of computer professionals in Australia, and it is a
member organisation of the International Federation
for Information Processing (IFIP). ACS members
must satisfy defined eligibility criteria specifically
with respect to educational qualifications. Members
must hold an approved tertiary qualification, have
passed specific ACS entry examinations, or, in special
circumstances, have sufficient relevant experience to
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warrant acceptance. Membership is voluntary. Hence,
not all IS professionals in Australia qualified to
become members of ACS actually do so. Additionally,
because of the educational requirements, not all em
ployees in the IS industry are eligible to become
members of ACS. Thus, a large number of the target
population for the survey could not be accessed
through the ACS mailing.
5. SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
From the 14,500 copies of Professional Computing
that were distributed in April 1989, 1,335 responses
to the survey instrument were received (9.2 percent
response rate) of which 1186 responses were usable
(8.2 percent).3 The following subsections present the
results obtained.4 All tables presented enable a com
parison to be made of the Australian results with the
equivalent U.S. norms. In addition, results for
Singaporean IS professionals are also provided.5 Be
cause of differences in job categories investigated,
however, Singaporean results are provided only for
Analysts, Programmer/Analysts, and Programmers.
Note that significant differences6 indicated in the
tables against Singaporean norms are for compari
sons against U.S. norms and not Australian norms.7
It should also be noted that the two sets of norms
were not derived in an identical manner. U.S. norms
were derived from surveying a sample of U.S. com
panies with “good” motivating environments. Austra
lian and Singaporean norms, on the other hand, were
derived from a “representative” sample of the IS
population. Hence, Australian and Singaporean
norms are likely to be lower than U.S. norms for
some of the environmental motivating variables.
5.1 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents
Table 1 presents the response rates for the various job
categories surveyed. Responses from management
3. The primary reason why responses were not usable is that the re
spondents did not indicate a job code for their work.
4. The Couger-Zawacki instrument also collects data on reason that
would motivate a respondent to quit their job. In the interests of
brevity, the results for these questions are not reported. See
Dengate (1989).
5. Obtained from Motiwalla et al. (1986).
6. All significant differences highlighted are at the .05 level of signifi
cance. Therefore, given the large number of pairwise comparisions
of means that are made while analysing the results, it is important
to remember that five out of every 100 differences will be due to
chance.
7. It was not possible to gain access to the raw data for Singaporean
personnel. Hence, a statistical comparison of Australian data with
equivalent Singaporean data to determine statistically significant
differences could not be undertaken.

Table 1. Responses per job category.

Job Category
Executive Manager
Middle Manager
First-line Manager
Analyst
Programmer/Analyst
Application Programmer
Technical Personnel
Trainer
TOTAL

frequency
169
308
219
99
167
157
38
29
1186

Percent
14.2
26.0
18.5
8.3
14.1
13.2
3.2
2.4
99.9

(top three categories) constituted 59 percent of the
usable replies. One explanation for the high response
rate by managers is that they may have recognised
the potential value of the survey in terms of improv
ing employee job satisfaction and motivation. Alter
natively, the distribution of responses may reflect the
ACS membership levels for the various job categories.
High education levels are to be expected, given the
requirements for ACS membership. Indeed, nearly 67
percent of the respondents had a bachelor’s degree or
higher, while another 24 percent had some other ter
tiary education.
The female response rate (12.3 percent) was low. It
is unclear whether this result reflects low numbers of
females in the IS industry, low female numbers in the
ACS membership, or low female incentive to respond
to the survey. By comparison, the female response
rates in the Singaporean and U.S. studies were 48
percent and 39 percent respectively.
The respondents were mostly middle aged, with
73.5 percent of all respondents aged between 30 and
49 years. Among the respondents, 44.1 percent had
over 16 years of IS industry experience, while 42.4
percent of respondents had over four years manage
ment experience. Thus, the sample includes a fairly
high proportion of mature, experienced IS profes
sionals.
Because of their high population numbers, New
South Wales and Victoria contributed a significant
portion of respondents with 27.1 percent and 26.7
percent respectively.
5.2 Core Job Dimensions and Motivating Potential
Score
Table 2 shows the survey responses for the five core
job characteristics and the overall motivating poten
tial score (MPS) of the job. The following subsections
discuss the results for each job characteristic and the
MPS.
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5.2.1 Skill Variety
Skill Variety scores are generally high, ranging from
5.37 for Programmers to 6.45 for Executives. The
means for Analysts, Programmer/Analysts, and Tech
nical Personnel are all significantly higher than the
equivalent U.S. norms. Thus, it appears that Austra
lian managers need not be concerned about this job
characteristic. Singaporean personnel, on the other
hand, have high scores, except for Programmer/
Analysts and Programmers. In both these cases, the
scores are less than 4.70, and both are significantly
lower than the equivalent U.S. norms.
5.2.2 Task Identity
Task Identity scores are also high for Australian per
sonnel, with all scores above 5.45. For the job catego-

Table 2. Comparative responses of core job dimensions.

Job
Category

Executive
Australia
United States
Middle
Manager
Australia
United States
First-line
Manager
Australia
United States
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer/
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer
Australia
United States
Singapore
Technical
Personnel
Australia
United States
Trainer
Australia
United States

Autonomy Feedback
from
Job

MPS

Skill
Variety

Task
Identity

Task
Signif

6.45
6.35

5.92
5.90

6.43
6.45

6.49+
6.25

5.39
5.30

6.01
5.90

6.13
6.15

5.67

6.07
6.05

5.12

5.67-

5.80

6.096.30

5.30

5.80

6.11
6.10

5.60
5.68

5.916.25

5.90
5.95

5.08
5.25

5.57

5.81+
5.55
5.22

5.62+

5.74

5.35
5.42

5.75
5.37

5.66+
5.30
5.25

4.93
5.20
4.82-

5.38
5.37

5.78+
5.45
4.62-

5.83+
5.30
5.01

5.82
5.70
5.00

5.94+
5.50
4.78-

5.25
5.15
4.48-

5.65+
5.37

5.37
5.25
4.33-

5.54+
5.00
4.52-

5.34
5.45
4.90

5.43+
5.15
4.59-

4.785.10
4.48-

5.99+
5.60

5.45
5.70

6.01
5.85

5.81
5.95

5.12
5.15

5.54-

6.00
5.90

5.75
5.50

5.87
5.70

5.99
6.00

5.60+
5.00

5.79
5.54
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5.70

5.08

4.665.15
5.19
4.50-

5.70

ries of Analyst, Programmer/Analyst, and
Programmer, the scores are significantly higher than
their U.S. counterparts. For Singaporean personnel,
only for Programmers does the score fall below 5.00,
with a value of 4.52 that is significantly lower than
the equivalent U.S. norm.
5.2.3 Task Significance
Task Significance also has a high rating for Australian
personnel, with the lowest score of 5.34, the next
lowest of 5.74, and three scores above 6.00. For two
job categories, Middle Managers (6.09) and First-line
Managers (5.91), the scores are significantly lower
than their U.S. equivalents. However, this job charac
teristic still appears to be sufficiently rich for man
agement to be unconcerned. The results for
Singaporean personnel are not significantly different
from their U.S. counterparts.
5.2.4 Autonomy
Autonomy is rated highly Australian personnel. Four
job categories (Executive, Analyst, Programmer/
Analyst, Programmer) have scores significantly
higher than their U.S. counterparts. Apart from Pro
grammers, with a fairly high score of 5.43, all scores
are in excess of 5.60, with two scores over 6.00. The
Singaporean position is not as favourable. Both
Programmer/Analysts and Programmers have scores
significantly lower than their U.S. counterparts, with
values of 4.78 and 4.59 respectively.
5.2.5 Feedback from the Job,
The final job characteristic, Feedback from the Job,
rates below the other four characteristics. Nonethe
less, the results do not appear to warrant manage
ment concern. With the exception of Analysts (4.93)
and Programmers (4.78), all scores are over 5.00.
Comparisons with their U.S. equivalents indicate
Australian Programmers’ scores are significantly
lower while Trainers’ scores are significantly higher.
The scores for Singaporean personnel are all less than
4.90. All Singaporean scores are significantly less
than their U.S. equivalents.
5.2.6 Motivating Potential Score (MPS)
Recall from Section 3 that the core job dimensions
are used to calculate the MPS of a job. For both
Analysts and Programmer/Analysts, note that the
Australian respondents rated Skill Variety, Task Ident
ity, and Autonomy significantly higher than their U.S.
equivalents. However, only for Programmer/Analysts
is the overall MPS significantly higher (Table 2). This
apparent anomaly is explained by the multiplicative
nature of the formula used to calculate MPS, and it is
a direct consequence of the scores for Feedback from
the Job. While not significant, the score for Australian
Analysts is less than the equivalent U.S. score, while
the score for Australian Programmer/Analysts is
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higher than the equivalent U.S. score. These differ
ences are reflected in the computed MPS score.
For both Australian Middle Managers and Techni
cal Personnel, the MPS is significantly lower than
their U.S. equivalents. All other job categories
showed no significant differences. Further compari
sons with Singaporean personnel indicate that the
MPS for Australian Programmers and Programmer/
Analysts is significantly higher. Note, also, that
Singaporean personnel have scores significantly lower
than their U.S. counterparts.
The results also suggest the Australian job catego
ries are homogeneous. The standard deviations for
MPS were so small that a difference of only .13 be
tween Australian and U.S. middle managers, for
example, was statistically significant.
From an overall perspective, the motivating poten
tial of jobs in Australia appears good. MPS scores
range from a high of 6.01 for Executives to a low of
5.15 for Programmers. The results for the individual
job characteristics show that Feedback from the Job
has the only mean score below 5.00, and then only
for Analysts and Programmers. In summary, Austra
lian IS personnel appear to perceive their jobs as rich
in the core job dimensions that underlie motivation.
5.3 Growth Need Strength versus Motivating Potential
Score

Table 3 presents the results for both GNS and MPS.
It also provides a comparison of Australian mean
scores with equivalent U.S. norms and available
Singaporean norms.
With respect to GNS, Australian Programmer/
Analysts have a significantly higher growth need com
pared to their U.S. equivalents. On the other hand,
Middle Managers, First-line Managers, and Technical
Personnel have a significantly lower growth need.
Comparisons with Singaporean norms indicate that
Australian Programmer/Analysts also have a signifi
cantly higher GNS than Singaporean Programmer/
Analysts. The homogeneous nature of the various job
categories is again reflected by small standard devia
tions, with a significant difference reported for
Middle Managers (6.13 versus 6.25).
Of more interest in Table 3, however, is the com
parison of GNS with MPS to determine whether
there is a mismatch for any job category. That is, are
there any job categories where the MPS is high and
the GNS is low, or where MPS is low and the GNS is
high?
All Australian job categories have a high GNS,
with the lowest being 5.85 for Programmers. There
are no job categories, for all three countries, where
the MPS of the job is higher than the GNS of the

Table 3. Comparative responses of GNS versus MPS.

Job Category
Executive
Australia
United States
Middle Manager
Australia
United States
First-line Manager
Australia
United States
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer/Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer
Australia
United States
Singapore
Technical Personnel
Australia
United States
Trainer
Australia
United States

GNS

SNS

GNS-SNS

6.27
6.40

6.01
5.90

0.26
0.50

6.136.25

5.675.80

0.46
0.45

6.036.25

5.57
5.70

0.46
0.55

6.02
6.00

5.38
5.37

0.64

5.86

5.08

6.12+
5.95

5.65+
5.37

5.83

4.66-

0.58
0.17

5.85
5.80
5.63

5.15
5.19
4.50-

0.70
0.61
1.13

5.866.30

5.545.70

0.32
0.60

6.00
6.35

5.79
5.54

0.21
0.81

0.63
0.78
0.47

individual. Hence, there are no mismatches where
the richness of the job is too great for the job holders.
The real issue, then, is to ensure that the job is rich
and challenging enough to satisfy the growth needs of
the individuals performing the jobs. The job catego
ries of most concern for Australia are Programmers
(difference of .70) and Analysts (difference of .64)
where the mismatch is the greatest. The reason for
the high difference for Programmers may be the in
fluence of “uninteresting and unchallenging” mainte
nance programming.
Australian Analysts may suffer from a similar
problem. From time to time, their jobs are certain to
include design of new systems around existing sys
tems, or design of enhancements and modifications
to existing systems. Such requirements place con
straints on the options and techniques they can
employ and hence stifle their creative desires.
In the U.S., four job categories have a tendency
towards a mismatch: Trainers, Analysts, Program
mers, and Technical Personnel. In Singapore, serious
mismatches occur for Programmer/Analysts and Pro
grammers, with a mismatch also occuring for Ana
lysts.
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While job enlargement and enrichment programs
can help alleviate the problems that occur with these
mismatch situations, the unchallenging tasks still
need to be performed. In these situations, manage
ment must be supportive. Supervisors must be
friendly and approachable, and they must show con
cern for the individual so that feelings of dissatisfac
tion are reduced.
5.4 Goal-Related Variables

Table 4 presents the mean scores obtained on goalrelated variables. The position for Australian person
nel is good. Most significant differences identified
during comparisons with U.S. and Singaporean per
sonnel favoured Australian personnel. Australian
Programmer/Analysts, in particular, had significantly
higher scores than their U.S. equivalents on three
goal-related variables. Australian Executives had sig
nificantly lower responses for Goal Clarity but signif
icantly higher responses for Goal Setting
Participation. Australian Middle Managers had signif
icantly lower responses for Goal Acceptance, while
both Australian Analysts and Programmers had sig
nificantly higher responses for Goal Setting Partici
pation. All other response scores were similar for
both countries.
For Singaporean personnnel, an interesting picture
emerges. For Goal Clarity the results are significantly
higher for each job category, with scores in excess of
5.10. However, for Goal Setting Participation and
Goal Acceptance, the results are significantly lower
than the U.S. norms. For Feedback on Goals, all cat
egories score less than 3.85, with Singaporean Ana
lysts and Programmer/Analysts having scores
significantly lower than U.S. norms.
One interpretation of these results is that the cul
ture in Singapore is fairly autocratic. Moreover, em
ployees have little opportunity for participation in the
decision making process. Hence, they have reduced
acceptance of those decisions. This interpretation is
reinforced by the results previously discussed for Au
tonomy and Feedback from the Job.
For all three countries, the major cause for concern
relates to Feedback on Goals. For the U.S., Couger
contends that responses above four (the mid-point of
the seven-point scale) indicate a healthy environment.
For three job categories in Australia (First-line Man
ager, Analyst, and Programmer), the response rate is
3.85, while for Middle Managers it is only 4.04. Ad
ditionally, responses for Feedback in General (see
Table 5) are less than 4.00 for four job categories,
while the remaining categories all have responses less
than 4.20.
The position for Singaporean professionals is even
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Table 4. Comparative responses of goal-related variables.
Goal
Clarity

Goal
Setting
Participation

5.255.58

6.17+

4.45

6.14

5.90

4.55

6.10

Australia
United States
First-line Manager

5.28
5.20

5.35
5.50

4.04
4.25

5.796.00

Australia
United States
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer/
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer
Australia
United States
Singapore
Technical Personnel
Australia
United States
Trainer
Australia
United States

5.19
5.05

5.06
5.15

3.85
4.00

5.77
5.75

5.11
5.00
5.32+

4.78+
4.35
4.07-

3.85
4.00
3.84-

5.63
5.60
5.38-

5.30+
5.00
5.12+

4.89+
4.10
3.91-

4.18+
3.85
3.69-

5.69
5.65
5.29-

5.04
5.00
5.21 +

4.35+
3.80
3.50-

3.85
3.85
3.52

5.61
5.80
5.46-

5.41
5.10

4.89
4.45

4.11
3.95

5.82

5.38
4.90

5.21
5.15

4.21
4.20

5.59
5.65

Job Category

Executive
Australia
United States
Middle Manager

Feedback
on Goals

Goal
Acceptance

5.80

worse with the three job categories having scores less
than 3.90 for Feedback on Goals. (They also have a
similar problem with Goal Setting Participation.)
These responses for feedback indicate an area re
quiring attention and one that has the potential for
enhancing motivation significantly. The reasons for
such low ratings are unclear, but the results are not
unique to Australia. One reason may be the low
social need of IS personnel, which is discussed fur
ther below.
Table 5. Feedback in general (Australia only).
Executive
Middle Manager
First-line Manager
Analyst
Programmer/Analyst
Programmer
Technical Personnel
Trainer

4.08
3.91
4.04
3.85
4.08
3.93
4.18
3.61
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Table 6. Comparative responses of satisfaction variables.

Job Category
Executive
Australia
United States
Middle Manager
Australia
United States
First-line Manager
Australia
United States
Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer/Analyst
Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer
Australia
United States
Singapore
Technical Personnel
Australia
United States
Trainer
Australia
United States

Supervisory
General
Satisfaction Satisfaction

Pay
Satisfaction

Table 7. Comparative responses of GNS versus SNS.

Job Category
Executive
Australia
United States
Middle Manager
Australia
United States
First-line Manager
Australia
United States
Analyst
Australia

5.76+
5.35

5.07+
4.55

4.88
4.90

5.23
5.35

4.68
4.55

4.574.85

5.22
5.35

4.68
4.50

4.58
4.65

5.10
5.10
4.88

4.51
4.65
4.54

4.68
4.60
3.59-

United States
Singapore
Programmer/Analyst

5.18
5.35
4.71

4.76
4.60
4.36

4.68
4.50
3.71-

Australia
United States
Singapore
Programmer
Australia

4.935.30

4.60
4.60
4.64

4.47

5.30+
4.65

4.85
4.92

4.92

4.41

5.25

4.70

4.98
5.37
5.35
5.62
5.45

4.40
3.56-

5.5 Satisfaction Variables

Table 6 presents the results for the satisfaction vari
ables. General Satisfaction is significantly higher for
Australian Executives, while it is significantly lower
for Australian Programmers. However, with responses
for all job categories greater than 4.90, there is little
cause for concern according to the norms. A similar
position is found in Singapore, with no significant
differences occuring and all scores greater than 4.70.
Satisfaction with supervisors is high for all job cat
egories. The mean scores for Executives and Techni
cal Personnel are significantly higher for Australian
personnel, with Technical Personnel rating Supervi
sory Satisfaction particularly high (5.30). It would be
useful to know the reason for the high rating so that
managers of other job categories could employ simi
lar techniques to improve satisfaction.
Pay Satisfaction has the lowest mean scores. With
all Australian ratings over 4.40, however, the re
sponses reflect reasonable satisfaction. Middle Man
agers have the only significant difference, with Pay
Satisfaction significantly lower than in the U.S.

United States
Singapore
Technical Personnel
Australia
United States
Trainer
Australia
United States

GNS

SNS

GNS-SNS

6.27
6.40

4.33
4.55

1.94
1.85

6.136.25

4.32
4.45

1.81
1.80

6.036.25

4.53
4.35

1.50
1.90

6.02
6.00
5.86

4.37
4.25
4.83+

1.65
1.75
1.03

6.12+
5.95

4.17

5.83

4.25
4.90+

1.95
1.70
0.93

5.85
5.80
5.36

4.15
4.15
4.78+

1.70
1.65
0.58

5.866.30

3.90
4.10

1.96
2.20

6.00
6.35

3.675.25

2.33
1.10

Singaporean personnel, on the other hand, appear
dissatisfied with their salary package. All job catego
ries have scores significantly lower than the U.S.
norms, and all scores are less than 3.75.
5.6 Growth Need Strength versus Social Need
Strength

In the U.S., GNS for IS personnel is the highest and
SNS for IS personnel is the lowest for all 500 occupa
tions measured by the JDS. Table 7 shows that the
situation for Australian IS personnel is similar. The
only significant difference for SNS is for Trainers.
Australian Trainers have an even lower SNS than
their U.S. counterparts. (This result appears incon
gruous, given the need for social interaction in the
training/education process.)
While a low SNS indicates an individual may work
well alone, there are two potential disadvantages for
IS personnel. First, individuals in job categories such
as Systems Analyst may not interact frequently
enough with users to ensure systems being developed
are meeting the needs of users. Second, low SNS may
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be a contributing factor in the low scores for the
feedback variables previously discussed. If managers
and subordinates have a low need for social interac
tion, the opportunity and desire to participate in
feedback sessions are reduced.
Again, the results suggest that cross-cultural differ
ences may exist. For all job categories, Singaporean
personnel have a significantly higher SNS than their
U.S. counterparts with all scores above 4.75. This
higher SNS may be indicative of the stronger empha
sis placed on social groups by the Singaporean
people. For example, they place a much greater em
phasis on having a close, extended family.
With respect to GNS, Australian Programmer/
Analysts have a significantly higher mean response
than their U.S. counterparts. On the other hand, Aus
tralian Middle Managers, First-line Managers, and
Technical Personnel have a significantly lower GNS
than their U.S. counterparts. Nevertheless, with the
lowest GNS for Australian IS personnel at 5.85 for
Programmers, Australian IS personnel still appear to
have a high need for personal growth and develop
ment within a challenging job. This “low” score of
5.85 is still higher than the mean of the other 500
U.S. occupations.
Singaporean personnel show no significant differ
ences with the U.S. norms for GNS for any job cat
egory. However, note the absolute differences shown
in Table 7. Singaporean personnel have much lower
scores for (GNS-MPS) than both their Australian and
U.S. counterparts. This result again suggests that
cross-cultural differences exist.

6. MANAGEMENT ISSUES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The results indicate a number of areas where man
agement should focus to improve motivation, per
formance, and job satisfaction among IS personnel.
These areas are discussed in the following subsec
tions.
6.1 Feedback and SNS

Both Feedback on Goals and Feedback in General
were given low ratings by the survey respondents.
Problems that arise through lack of feedback may
also be exacerbated if low SNS scores reflect that IS
personnel do not acquire communication skills nat
urally. Management can try to improve feedback and
communication skills among IS personnel in several
ways:
1. Communication skills can be enhanced through
formal training. Hopefully, such training will also
offset the negative effects of low SNS.
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2. Formalised feedback procedures can be introduced
into the work environment. In addition, training in
the use of these procedures should be provided.
3. When IS technical specialists are promoted to
management positions, they should be provided with
formalised training in management principles. This
training should include sessions that discuss the ben
efits of providing feedback to personnel and tech
niques for providing feedback.
SNS for all job categories is low. However, the score
for Trainers is especially low. If it is truly representa
tive of the attitudes of Trainers in the industry, it
raises implications for the quality of IS training pro
grams in Australia. In simplistic terms, the education
process is a series of communication flows between
the instructor and the student. If IS instructors have a
basic dislike of or natural disinclination toward the
communication process, the effectiveness of their in
struction must be questioned. Managers and recruit
ers of Trainers should be aware of this potential
difficulty.
6.2 Goal Setting Participation

Goal Setting Participation requires attention for the
application development job categories and for Tech
nical Personnel. A joint goal setting process often has
beneficial outcomes for the individual and the organ
isation when it is implemented as part of a larger
management philosophy, such as management by ob
jectives (MBO). Organisations that don’t already in
corporate some variant of the MBO philosophy
should consider implementing one. This action would
improve goal setting participation. In addition, since
MBO incorporates formal feedback steps, it may also
help to overcome the feedback problems previously
discussed.
6.3 GNS-MPS Mismatch

The survey results highlight the possibility of a mis
match for both Australian Analysts and Programmers
with GNS higher than MPS. The MPS scores of these
job categories appear sufficiently high to indicate
rich, challenging jobs. The difficulty is that GNS for
the individuals is even higher.
Given the preliminary nature of this research, it is
not appropriate to recommend that job enhancement
or job enrichment programmes be implemented.
Nonetheless, management should be aware of a po
tential problem for these job categories. From time to
time, unchallenging, uninteresting tasks will need to
be performed. At such times, supportive management
behaviour is required to try to reduce the employee’s
feelings of frustration and dissatisfaction.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The results for the Australian research confirm the
results obtained in other countries on the motivation
levels and social needs of IS professionals. Motiva
tion can be improved by increasing supervisory feed
back and allowing more participation in goal setting.
The low social needs of IS professionals may under
mine productivity if training is not provided to en
hance their awareness of the problems that can arise
with limited social interaction on the job. Manage
ment must also be aware that IS professionals have
high personal growth needs that are not always satis
fied by the jobs they undertake. In these situations,
management must be supportive and understanding
of the conflicts that can arise.
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APPENDIX
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODIFIED
JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY INSTRUMENT
The survey instrument used in the Australian study
was Couger and Zawacki’s (1978a, 1978&, 1979)
modified form of the Hackman-Oldham (1975, 1976)
Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) instrument. The instru
ment is a questionnaire comprising items that relate
to five aspects of job motivation: (1) job components,
(2) satisfaction levels, (3) need for growth/
achievement, (4) goal participation/feedback, and
(5) reasons for quitting.
The questionnaire is divided into seven sections.
Section 1 asks 11 questions relating to core job di
mensions (Figure 1), goals (setting, clarity, accep
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tance, and feedback), and feedback from supervisors.
Section 2 makes 16 statements about a job, referring
to core job dimensions, goals, and feedback. Respon
dents are asked to show their agreement or disagree
ment with these statements on a scale. Sections 3 and
4 ask questions that enable the critical psychological
states to be determined (Figure 1). They provide
measures of experienced meaningfulness of the work,
experienced responsibility for work outcomes, and
knowledge of results. Section 5 asks 10 questions
about the respondent’s affective reactions to their job.
These reactions are the respondent’s personal out
comes obtained from their work (Figure 1). Section 6
asks 9 questions designed to assess the respondent’s
growth satisfaction and social satisfaction obtained
from their work. Section 7 requires the respondent to
rank 10 factors that could influence a respondent to
leave their job.
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THE MOVE TOWARD THIRD-PARTY
SOFTWARE
Deardon (1987) suggests that commercial
organisations are increasingly turning to professional
software houses for the provision of their strategic
software needs, in preference to supporting large in
ternal D.P. departments. Deardon considers two
rather different groups of software houses — those
whose primary aim is the provision of software prod
ucts or packages; and those providing third-party fa
cilities management services.
The increasing use of professional software houses
is explained by: the cost of reinventing common sys
tems (such as accounting and general ledger pack
ages); and the length of time required for
development of in-house software, together with the
problem of maintaining the systems once they are
completed. The importance of the issue is highlighted
by a survey of Australian Information Systems man
agers undertaken in 1988, which ranked Software
Development fourth in order of importance (Watson,
1988). A similar survey undertaken in the U.S. in
1985 ranked the application system backlog as
second in importance (Sprague & McNurlin, 1986).
While we do not believe that in-house software
development will disappear overnight, there is no
doubt that many corporate software solutions are
being provided more effectively and more cheaply by
third-party software houses (Horowitz & Munson,
1984; Brookes, 1986; Sprague & McNurlin, 1986;
Rouse & Hartog, 1988). Being able to purchase and
install within weeks a system which meets 80% of a
company’s needs is often more attractive than wait
ing three years for an individual product, designed to
meet the company’s requirements. Parameter-driven
common cores, add-on modules and (potentially) ex
tensible, object-oriented design techniques can make
commercial packages sufficiently flexible to solve
user-specific problems (Swatman & Swatman, 1990).
This trend, already apparent in many large com
panies, is reinforced by two further factors: Firstly,
managers anxious to gain the competitive advantage
possible from Strategic Information Systems are re
quiring software to be installed and useable within
weeks of a decision to purchase, rather than months
or years (Gilb, 1988). Secondly, the growing move
ment toward decentralisation of business units has
tended to leave such purchasing decisions increas
ingly in the hands of managers who have wide experi
ence of their own fields (such as money market or life
assurance) but little experience of information tech
nology. In many cases this has led to the purchase of
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mutually incompatible software packages by different
divisions of the same organisation, or to the purchase
of products which are unmaintainable — or simply
not maintained (Gilb, op cit; Watts, 1989).
ORGANISATIONAL GROWTH
Much has been written on organisational lifecycles
and many growth models have been proposed
(Lavoie & Culbert, 1978; Mintzberg, 1984; Gray &
Ariss, 1985; and see Quinn & Cameron, 1983 who
review nine other proposed models within a consoli
dating organizational lifecycle).
“The value of life cycle models lie in their acknow
ledgment of the dynamic, changing nature of orga
nizations as they develop. However, few theories
consider how politics change with each stage, and
none presents a political model of strategic change
over time.” (Gray & Ariss, 1985:711)
These authors further suggest that the principle dif
ference between the proposed models is an emphasis
on different factors to explain the changing
organisational characteristics.
In their review, Quinn & Cameron (1983) com
ment:
"Although these nine models are based on different
organisational phenomena (e.g. structure, individual
mentalities, functional problems), it is noteworthy
that all nine suggest progress through similar
lifecycle stages.”
In this paper we will use a simple three stage model
which corresponds roughly to the first three stages of
the summary model described by Quinn & Cameron
(1983) as follows:
Stage 1: Entrepreneurial — in which the primary
characteristics are:
— marshalling of resources
— lots of ideas
— entrepreneurial activities
— little planning and coordination
— formation of a “niche”
— centralisation of power in a single individual
Stage 2: Collectivity — in which the primary charac
teristics are:
— informal communication and structure
— sense of collectivity
— long hours spent developing the product and the
market
— sense of mission
— continued innovation
— high levels of commitment
Stage 3: Formalisation and Control — in which the
primary characteristics are:
— formalisation of rules
— a stable organisational structure
— emphasis on efficiency and maintenance
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— conservatism and institutional procedures
Quinn and Cameron’s fourth or Elaboration of
Structure stage (characterised by decentralisation, ad
aptation and renewal) is outside the scope of this
paper.
We have chosen the Quinn and Cameron model
because it provides an appropriate framework in
which to examine the managerial styles and internal
political forces which occur within the organisation
during its progression through these three stages of
growth.
This paper describes each of these stages and dis
cusses the phenomena which may give rise to pro
gress within and between the stages, with specific
reference to innovative software houses. Our primary
focus, however, will be on the implications of this
evolution upon the clients and potential clients of
such software houses. Specifically, we shall make use
of this model to define an additional criterion for
software package selection; and an appropriate strat
egy for assessing the package against this criterion.
THE INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE HOUSE
Third-party software houses come in all shapes and
sizes, from tiny back-yard operations to giant corpo
rations: often passing through all the possible stages
of growth over a period of years. While many of the
problems we discuss are common to all types and
sizes of software house, this paper concerns itself
with one particular group — those which we will call
the “Innovative Software House”. These
organisations are usually fairly small (having from
two to thirty employees), have usually been in exist
ence for a relatively short period of time (say, 1-5
years) but, above all, are typified by having a truly
innovative and strategic product to sell.
We shall use the term “the Inventor” to describe
the person (or group of people) who are behind the
development of the company’s major offering. An
“Inventor” is usually a person who has worked in a
particular industry for a number of years and who
has come to realise that there is a need for a software
product to perform some particular task. It is the
Inventor’s own knowledge of the industry and under
standing of the problems facing that industry’s prac
titioners which makes his/her product so attractive
and saleable. It is important to note that the Inventor
need not (and, indeed, often does not) have a pro
fessional background in information technology or
systems.
There are a number of common factors applying to
new software houses. For example, due to the diffi
culty of funding software production, the develop
ment environment is frequently determined (to a
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greater or lesser extent) by the hardware and lan
guages readily available to the Inventor. A software
product invented in a university environment may
for example be 'VAX-based, because the original de
velopment work was performed on a VAX. In the
same way, a software house which is an offshoot of an
existing corporation will tend to use whatever ma
chinery or programming environment is freely avail
able.
Such technical considerations may, in turn, deter
mine the form of the organisation’s offering and the
limitations upon its use. An unusual fourthgeneration language, for example, may produce a
product which becomes increasingly inefficient and
unresponsive as the number and size of users in
creases. The influence of a particular database man
agement package, available on the mini computer
where the product was first developed, may make the
re-writing process extremely difficult once user press
ure forces the development of a mainframe version of
the application.
We have chosen to concentrate on software houses
developing their products in a mini- or micro
computer environment, for a number of reasons:
• most strategic software requires the speed and
multi-user facilities of a central computer. Main
frames are, in general, too expensive for nascent
software houses to purchase and run, so Inventors
of the type we have defined are most frequently
found in the mini-computer market;
• the potential purchasers of software from rela
tively small suppliers are often themselves
medium-sized companies, who find mainframes
too costly to purchase and run;
• there is some support for a belief that the majority
of innovative and strategic software products de
veloped by third-party suppliers arise from such
beginnings. This topic is discussed by Miller and
Friesen (1984, 155-175) and by Burgelman and
Sayles (1986, 107-121).
We will outline a descriptive model of the develop
ment path followed by many innovative software
houses, providing an additional criterion on which to
judge the suitability of a strategic software package
purchased from a developing third-party supplier.

THE MODEL DEVELOPED
Stage I — The Entrepreneurial Stage
A new software product, like any other product,
begins life as an idea. In order to be successful, the
idea must be truly innovative. But many brilliant and
innovative ideas have been born and have died in

their creators’ heads, without ever seeing the light of
day.
What marks out the successful software house
founder is not only a love affair with a creative prod
uct, but also determination to succeed and the ability
to persuade other people to believe that this brain
child is a viable proposition. Lippitt & Schmidt
(1967) point out that the key to the birth of any
organisation is the decision to “risk the dollars, time,
energy, and reputation to give this idea a chance to
prove its worth!". The software house founder is thus
by definition an entrepreneur. Greiner (1972) sug
gests that the founders of organisations tend to be
absorbed entirely in making and selling a new prod
uct. Further, there is general agreement in the litera
ture that, in the entrepreneurial stage of an
organisation, power and control are centred in the
entrepreneur (Drucker, 1970; Gray & Ariss, 1985).
The software product (and the software house) are
typically born:
• by being a part of a larger organisation, which
funds the development process;
• through a joint venture with a customer; or
• by sheer determination and readiness to starve on
the part of the Inventor and, possibly, one or two
colleagues.
In practice, this early development means long
hours of work for the Inventor and his/her assistants,
who share out the diverse tasks of market research,
creation, specification, design, production, sales and
marketing in an informal fashion (Greiner, 1972).
The Inventor must understand the product’s poten
tial market-place and its difficulties thoroughly (for
example, the short-term money market, the plastics
industry, the provision of medical services). We do
not suggest that the Inventor necessarily understands
the value of the solution within its market-place, but
merely understands the problem to be solved. This
familiarity with the day-to-day environment means
that the Inventor obtains, to some degree, a “free
ride” on the product’s analysis and design. The prob
lem space being structured in the Inventor’s mind
will tend to produce a design whose structure suits
that of the problem.
The variations necessary to tailor the product to
suit each customer therefore tend to be developed as
detachable modules which require little expense or
time to maintain or modify. Rather than having one
single product, the Inventor tends instinctively to
create a product possessing a common core together
with a series of specific and individual add-ons. (see
figure 1)
Once the first few customers have purchased the
product, its name starts to become known within that
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PRODUCT CORE

Figure 1. A modularly structured product: Optional modules have
very narrow and well-defined interfaces to the core of the product.

particular market. If the product is to have an exten
sive life, the customers will all be happy (both with
the product and with their supplier) at this stage and
sales will flow in at a faster and faster pace. Software
houses are somewhat different from other
organisations at an equivalent stage of development,
in that marginal production costs are low. We can
therefore anticipate a steeper than usual increase in
the income and profitability of the software house
during this period.
At some time during this process, the original
market for which the product was produced will
become fairly well saturated (customers will either
have bought the Inventor’s product, or already have a
satisfactory competing product) and the software
house may well move into Stage II.
Stage II — Collectivity Stage (Uncontrollable
Growth)
Stage II marks a change in direction triggered by
forces external to the software house. The move to
this stage is initiated by the founders of the software
house — not necessarily to resolve an organisational
crisis, but rather as a maturing of the entrepreneurial
approach.
Greiner (1972) combines the entrepreneurial and
collectivity stages into a single stage (which he iden
tifies as the “creativity” stage). Although Greiner’s
view of crisis-driven organisational change (which
might almost be described in terms of Asimov’s
(1953) “Seldon crisis”) is important to later aspects
of our model development, we believe that it is useful
to distinguish the management styles and political
pressures inherent in these two (sub-)stages. We
therefore identify the organisation’s progress from
Stage I to Stage II not as a consequence of Greiner’s
crisis, but rather as the result of a decision which
leads to a change in the optimal management style
(Hofer, 1975) and in a manner more consistent with
Lippitt and Schmidt’s (1967) view of crisis, which is
expressed in their “risk and return” model: “manage
ment must decide how much risk to take in the light of
two criteria: the goals by which achievement is to be
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measured, and the odds against success in reaching
them
In the case of the innovative software house, we
believe that the critical issue is the decision to ad
dress market segments outside the specific area of the
Inventor’s original expertise. It is this decision (not a
crisis within the organisation) which we believe leads
to the potential loss of product identity and design
coherence.
There are two possible areas of extension for the
software house which has saturated its original
market-place:
• to extend the product horizontally, so that it may
address an additional market segment, e.g. the
money market system may now handle foreign
exchange, the GP’s office management system may
now cater for specialists’ needs or for hospital staff
rostering; or
• to extend the product vertically, so that it now
suits larger customers of the same sort, e.g. to
redevelop a mini-computer-based product to run
under a mainframe operating system and/or
DBMS.
These two approaches are by no means mutually
exclusive — many rapidly growing software houses
attempt to cater for both types of growth (and, on
occasion, at the same time and for the same new
customer).
We see a number of potential problems arising as
the Inventor moves out of his/her field of personal
expertise and into uncharted waters:
(i) The Inventor is no longer an expert and must
now learn to extract expertise from others, i.e. the
skills of systems analysis, information requirements
determination and knowledge elicitation are ones
which s/he has never needed to learn until now. The
Inventor must then organise the information which
s/he has gained into some conceptual model. In Stage
I, given the centralisation of power and design lead
ership in the Inventor, an informal conceptual model
was all that was required, In Stage II, however, the
centralisation of design and power will have begun to
erode. Consequently, the Inventor must find a way of
communicating the conceptual model to his/her col
leagues. System modelling and specification is an
other new skill to be learned.
(ii) Design is now no longer an automatic by
product of the Inventor’s own intuitive understanding
of the problem space and, further, “management
issues” begin to call on the Inventor’s time. A more
collective approach to design is now essential. So far,
the product has typically been designed by the Inven
tor on the basis of his/her own conceptual problem/
solution model — and has thus had a certain
coherence. Increasingly, however, the Inventor will be
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forced to “sketch” a design to be fleshed out by a
subordinate, or even to pass a problem to a subordi
nate to be designed ab initio. If the product is to
retain its coherence, the “organisational design style”
must be understood by all contributors to the design;
and the product design must be enhanced systemati
cally and methodically. Formalised design techniques
and education in systems design are other skills
which the Inventor has never previously needed to
demonstrate.
(iii) The requirements for formalised systems
analysis and design lead automatically to the next
problem — the potential loss of a “standard prod
uct”. In Stage I, the Inventor’s own understanding of
the problem permitted clear distinction between
those aspects of the product which related to the
problem space in general and those which related to a
particular customer. This meant that modularisation
was easily achieved and that minor enchancements
were quickly and cheaply added.
Now that the Inventor is dependent on other people
to explain the problem, it becomes more difficult to
distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of
the problem space. There is a real risk that this lessthan-perfect understanding of the customer’s require
ments will lead to a design which is too specific. The
design may, in fact, be so specific that it will require
an almost total rewrite before it can be made suitable
for any other customer, as shown in figure 2.
STAGE I

STAGE II
CLIENT X's
FUNCTIONS

PRODUCT CORE

ORIGINAL
PRODUCT
CORE
ENHANCED PRODUCT CORE

Figure 2. Contrasting modularly structured and unstructured prod
ucts

In the modularly structured product of Stage I,
special functions have narrow, well-defined interfaces
to the remainder of the system, which may be consid
ered as “options” to be taken up by future clients if
required. In the unstructured product of Stage II,
however, clients’ individual requirements have
become embedded within the core of the product.
The interface between this special functionality and
the remainder of the product is wide and often illunderstood. Such special functionality may not suit
future clients and considerable effort will be required
to remove it.
This loss of coherent structure will ultimately lead

to an unprofitable outlay on the programming of en
hancements and even on the maintenance of the
poorly understood extensions (Sommerville, 1989);
(iv) Project management/scheduling — the original
team was made up of the Inventor and a few dedi
cated programmers, all of whom knew the product
intimately and could be relied on to work in a
manner which suited the Inventor’s own style. The
greatly enlarged programming team — made up of
analysts, analyst/programmers, programmers and
support people — now requires a formal
organisational structure. “Increased numbers of em
ployees cannot be managed exclusively through infor
mal communication ...” (Greiner, 1972). This more
formal management approach must include such ac
tivities as:
• scheduling sales, enhancement and maintenance
activites;
• managing the programmer teams and organising
standards, walkthroughs, etc.;
• developing training programmes for new employ
ees; and
• creating documentation (for technical staff, as well
as users).
All these activities are immensely time-consuming
and costly. Of course, they must be performed in the
first instance by the Inventor (already the busiest
person in the organisation). This greatly enlarged
workload leads in turn to two further problems:
(v) “Creators” vs. “Employees” — the original em
ployees were utterly dedicated to the perfection of the
application. They lived, slept and breathed the prod
uct every waking hour. Greiner (1972) suggests that,
in the early stages, “long hours of work are rewarded
by modest salaries and the promise of ownership ben
efits". In Stage II, the original employees look for
fulfilment of that promise. At the same time, the
organisation is expanding and the new employees will
start by regarding their new company as just another
employer in which they have no ownership: “new
employees are not motivated by an intense dedication
to the product or organisation ” (Greiner, op cit).
Fulfilling the promise to the original employees,
while infusing the new employees with enthusiasm
and team spirit is a difficult and time-consuming
problem. Moreover, it is a personnel management
problem — a class of problem which the Inventor has
not previously had to face;
(vi) Delegation — the proliferation of new activi
ties (sales presentations and demonstrations; en
hancement and maintenance specification; project
management; job scheduling; documentation; train
ing of staff and customers) means that, in turn, more
staff must be hired to handle the co-ordination of the
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organisation. Further, some of these staff will have to
be hired at the management level.
The Inventor must firstly find the time to train
these essential people properly and then, more im
portantly, must trust them to do their jobs without
constant intervention (even though their style will
almost certainly be different from the Inventor’s
own). There is a real risk that the Inventor will at
tempt to retain control of all organisational proce
dures, under the guise of “organisational rationality”:
“The entrepreneur’s presence in operating decisions
effectively renders those decisions functional and
political simultaneously. Moreover, subordinates who
may have different ideologies or alternative interpre
tations (e.g. about market opportunities) are un
likely to raise them in opposition during this stage
because they lack control of the resources necessary
for upward influence” (Gray and Ariss, 1985, rely
ing on Porter et al, 1983).
(vii) Cash flow - in Stage I, each new sale meant an
immediate cash inflow, because the product could be
sold almost “off the shelf’. Now that the product is so
much more complex and the customers so varied,
each new sale means an investment in analysis,
design and programming workload before any signifi
cant sums can be obtained. The order in which sales
are made now determines the product enhancement
schedule, with the result that product development
becomes driven by market demand, rather than being
the result of Inventor-driven structural evolution.
At the same time, the producer of what is now a
much grander product must upgrade his/her original
establishment, purchasing more expensive hardware
and office furnishings (possibly moving to a more
expensive location); and pay for inter-State or over
seas airfares and accommodation to sell to the now
more demanding and prestigious customers. The
quantum changes in problems facing the maturing
organisation are discussed by Miller and Friesen
(1984).
Once this process is started it quickly develops into
an expansion spiral. To support the move up-market,
sales must continue to flow in and, since each sale
brings further expenses (as well as additional
income), the quest for still further sales becomes the
overriding concern of the organisation. As a conse
quence, sales which would previously have been re
fused on the grounds of product coherence may now
be accepted. Enhancements created as a result of this
sales dependency will tend to lead to an increasingly
disjointed (and, therefore, unmaintainable and
unenhanceable) product.
Software houses are more vulnerable to the prob
lem of product degradation in this sense than are
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most other producing organisations. Brookes (1986)
suggests that since software is relatively easily modi
fied and since (being invisible) costs of modification
are difficult to see and comprehend, users of software
are therefore likely to demand constant modifications
of their product. This view of software’s ready muta
bility is part of the software development ethos, being
held by developers, purchasers and users of software.
(viii) Lowering of standards — unless problems (v)
and (vi) can be overcome, the Inventor (trying to be
all things to all men), will tend to put more and more
time into sales and the specification of new enhance
ments. The scheduling of maintenance programming
and currently-planned enhancements will therefore
tend to slip further and further behind.
“The company’s founders are usually technically or
entrepreneurially oriented, and they disdain man
agement activities; their physical and mental ener
gies are absorbed entirely in making and selling a
new product” (Greiner, op cit).
Loud complaints from existing customers will lead
to rushed and slip-shod fixes and, slowly, errors will
creep into the once pristine product. Its happy cus
tomer base will tend to become an unhappy group of
people — with those whose complaints are the loud
est being those whose fixes are completed first.
The Choice Between Organisational Maturity and
Collapse
Having chosen to enter Stage II, the software house is
now inexorably drawn towards an organisational
crisis. Greiner (op cit) suggests that organisational
growth proceeds in a series of alternating phases of
evolutionary “prolonged periods of growth where no
major upheaval occurs in organization practices” and
revolutionary “periods of substantial turmoil in orga
nizational life” growth.
“As a company progresses through development
phases, each evolutionary period creates its own rev
olution ... moreover, the nature of management’s
solution to each revolutionary period determines
whether a company will move forward into its next
period of evolutionary growth.”(Greiner, op cit:38)
Either of the two paths referred to at the start of
Stage II (horizontal or vertical product extension)
will ultimately lead to a situation where there are two
(or even more) versions of the software available. The
logistics of even maintaining multiple versions of a
single application package — let alone enhancing
them — beggar description: “It is inevitable that a
useful software system will exist in a number of ver
sions for different computers, for different operating
systems, incorporating client-specific functions and so
on .. . Software versions are created by applying
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changes to existing software and perhaps the most
critical role of the configuration management team is
change control. Uncontrolled change quickly leads to
chaos and configuration management is concerned
with assessing the impact of changes, costing those
changes and deciding if and when they should be ap
plied" (Sommerville, 1989:552). Although configura
tion management tools (e.g. SCCS/RCS, “make”,
DSEE) exist, they merely reduce the impact of mul
tiple versions on the organisation, but do nothing to
reduce the ever increasing diversity of the product.
Clearly, as the organisation and the software prod
uct grow in size and complexity, the technical issues
increasingly become issues of software engineering
management, rather than remaining the more easily
grasped issues of “programming in the small”. The
authors’ own experiences in the software industry
lead them to believe that these problems do, indeed,
face all developing producers of business software at
some stage in their growth from what Brookes (1975)
has called the “dedicated garage duo” to successful
corporate enterprise.
Towards Stage III — Formalisation and Control
There are various techniques for avoiding the prob
lems associated with uncontrollable growth in the
first place, the most obvious of which is not to grow
large enough to encounter the Stage II problems at
all!
A number of small companies, amongst whom are
software and hardware producers, as well as manu
facturing and engineering organisations, have made a
conscious decision to stay within the confines of their
original market place. While this does restrict sales
opportunities, development costs remain relatively
low and organisational/management problems simply
do not arise at all.
Despite the effectiveness of this solution, we be
lieve that few rapidly growing software houses would
willingly choose to stunt their growth, merely to
avoid the difficulties which accompany it. Should the
organisation decide to continue its growth, but wish
to handle the inherent complications in an organised
manner, we see an immediate need for the develop
ment of corporate skills.
These can be obtained in several ways:
(i) by selling or leasing the product to an existing
company, which has the expertise to handle sales,
marketing and management;
(ii) by giving effective control of the company’s
management to a large corporation, for example, by
selling 60%-70% of the software house’s shares to a
company which will vote the Inventor into the
Chairman’s position and install a person having pro

fessional managerial experience as General Manager.
This alternative often occurs when the software
house is an offshoot of an existing organisation, such
as a firm of accountants or actuaries;
(iii) by having one or more of the software house’s
major customers purchase significant amounts of its
shares, thus giving them a say in the management of
the company (and a proprietary interest in the suc
cess of the package).
It is apparent that these alternatives are all fairly
similar — the lack of expertise of a typical software
house, like that of the majority of small businesses, is
not in the area of software production but lies pri
marily in the areas of management and administra
tion.
The authors’ experience of the industry, together
with widely publicised cases such as Borland, Apple,
Lotus, etc. have led us to the conclusion that it is a
rare software house which can continue to produce
truly innovative products once it has reached corpor
ate status. The only exception to this rule occurs
when the corporate body continues to purchase
small, innovative companies at regular intervals, to
add to the larger organisation’s range of products.
THE SOFTWARE USER’S VIEW
Traditional evaluation techniques tend to be based
either on technical consideration (Watts, 1989) or on
organisational criteria relating to the purchaser’s own
environment (Dologite, 1982; Ginzberg et al, 1988).
The common factors in all existing lists of criteria is
a focus upon the qualities of the product as it cur
rently exists and a historical view of the reliability of
the provider. These criteria, in other words, are static,
being rooted in the past and present.
Generally, when selecting third-party software, the
choice is narrowed down by:
• examination of the products’ conformance to
specification;
® discussions held with existing users of the various
products under consideration; and
8 trial at the prospective purchaser’s own site, test
ing for such factors as:
— ease of use;
— efficiency and response time; and
— security features.
Such an ephemeral view of software may be ad
equate for non-strategic software products, such as
payroll packages, whose continuing reliability and
organisational fit is not vital to the continued sur
vival of the purchasing organisation. When an
organisation’s needs exceed the capacity of such a
software product, an alternative may be readily sub
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stituted, even in circumstances where the original
supplier is not willing (or able) to provide an appro
priate enhancement.
As organisations look to third-party providers of
strategic software products, however, these criteria
are no longer sufficient. Strategic software products
become inextricably interwoven into the fabric of the
organisation and thus can not easily be substituted. It
is therefore absolutely essential that purchasers of
such software products consider the providers dy
namically, taking account of their expected future as
well as their past. Our additional criterion, then, is
the ability of the innovative software house to sup
port the purchasing organisation’s use of their prod
uct, both initially and for the reasonable lifetime of
the product.
Risks Inherent in Each Stage of Growth
What is the effect of a software house’s stage of
growth upon the expected future level of support for
its product? If the software house is still in Stage I
(entrepreneurial) there may be the maximum possible
strategic advantage to be gained from the product,
although the decision of whether the software house
should expand into Stage II is still to be made. The
greatest risk at this point is that the software house
may not survive at all:
"A business organisation, at any stage of develop
ment, is by nature a jeopardized creation. Three
fourths of all new businesses in the United States
fail to survive their first year of operation and less
than half the remainder continue to operate after the
second year.” (Lippitt & Schmidt, 1967)
The most significant difference caused by purchasing
from a Stage I company is that if the company should
move into Stage II (as it is most likely to do) the
purchasing organisation may well cease to be a prime
focus of attention for the software house. There are
two possible reasons for this change in status:
• in a move to a horizontal market, there are few
further sales to be made. The software house will
now turn its attention to the newly-opened market
segment, with a consequent loss of interest in ex
isting clients — new clients are likely to come
from the new area of activity and will therefore
look for reference sites within their own market
segment;
• in a move to a vertical market, sales will be made
to larger clients who are likely to have more influ
ence over product development.
Where the software provider has already moved
into Stage II, the crisis resulting from uncontrollable
growth is inevitable — but need not be catastrophic.
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The purchasing organisation is able to determine
whether appropriate management structures for the
resolution of the crisis are being put in place. It may
even be able to take an active role in resolving the
crisis through one of the following approaches:
« encouraging the Inventor to consider acquiring
management expertise, either by hiring specialist
managers, or by obtaining such training him/
herself;
• active involvement in the user group, by encourag
ing frank discussion concerning the growing prob
lems of scheduling and reliability amongst
members of the user group (and by first setting up
a user group should one not already exist). Allow
ing the software provider to dominate the user
group meetings is a mistake frequently made by
users who lack computing expertise. Group dis
cussions tend to highlight common problems and
may assist users to ascertain which enhancements
are crucial and which are merely “wish-list”
items. Further, complaints supported by all users
are considerably more convincing to the provider
than individual objections, no matter how wellfounded;
• taking shares in the company and itself providing
management expertise. Many software users have
done just this, to the considerable advantage of
both their own organisation and that of the soft
ware house. Some extremely successful software
houses are the result of user combines.
Finally, where the software house has completed
the transition to Stage III (formalisation and control)
risks to purchasing organisations are clearly much
reduced. The chances of finding a truly innovative
product, however, are also greatly reduced in this
more stable and conservative environment. Those
organisations seeking a competitive edge from the
use of a software product are less likely to be able to
source an appropriate weapon from such a vendor
(should a major, established software vendor bring to
market a truly innovative strategic product, there
would be a veritable stampede to purchase, leaving
little scope for competitive advantage). Strategic ad
vantage and risk go hand in hand in the software
market, as they do in so many fields of endeavour.
Indicators of the Software Provider’s Stage of
Growth
The prospective software purchaser, in order to
evaluate the risks and potential returns available
from a new product, must be able to tell what stage
of growth the software provider has reached. The
following list of indicators (which can be evaluated
during the reference checking process) enables the
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software provider’s stage of growth to be determined
with some accuracy.
(i) Speed of growth:
Reference sites should be asked for the date at which
they purchased the product and for a list of the en
hancements which they themselves insisted upon
prior to purchase. This will assist in establishing how
fast the provider is growing and whether or not the
software house is starting to move into new or ex
panded markets.
(ii) Efficiency of Maintenance.
If the number of new customers indicates that the
supplier is starting to move towards/into Stage II,
asking for enhancement schedules covering not only
the future but also the past twelve months, will assist
in establishing whether or not the provider is able to
meet targets.
In addition, the purchaser should ask for details such
as:
— when the actual enhancements were produced;
— whether enhancements were produced on time;
and
— whether enhancements needed to be returned for
bug fixes.
This will establish whether or not the supplier is
producing realistic schedules. No matter how impres
sive a long list of enhancements may seem, the proof
of scheduling efficiency lies in the number which
were actually produced — and their quality.
(Hi) Management Expertise:
Although difficult to obtain, an indication of staff
movements will help to establish the state of manage
ment expertise within the'organisation. Rapid staff
turnover is a sign that the organisation’s top manage
ment is having difficulty coming to terms with its
new status of medium-sized, professional software
provider:
“It is difficult for top managers who were previously
successful at being directive to give up responsibility.
Moreover, lower level managers are not accustomed
to making decisions for themselves. As a result, nu
merous companies flounder during this revolution
ary period, adhering to centralised methods while
lower level employees grow more disenchanted and
leave the organization." (Greiner, 1972)
(iv) Documentation and Standards:
Asking to see ALL the documentation (including the
internal technical manuals), not merely those sup
plied as user references, will provide an indication of
the true state of standards and the quality of the
system development process within the organisation.
If no standards have been established and if system
design is still ad hoc, the purchasing organisation can
realistically expect significant variations in quality

between one release and the next.
Stage II software houses often have a tendency to
place a high value on “gun programmers” who can
cut code quickly despite being provided with little or
nothing in the way of detailed specification — and
who are prepared to stay up all night fixing bugs. A
formalised environment, where programs are clearly
specified and standards adhered to may seem far less
exciting, but is able to turn out more reliable code.
Well-designed programs should not need to be fixed
in the middle of the night!
CONCLUSION
As information systems become more closely identi
fied with overall organisational strategy (Porter et al,
1985; Wiseman, 1989) and are increasingly perceived
as strategic support and weapons for competitive ad
vantage, organisations which find themselves at
tracted to an innovative software product may feel
that the potential rewards justify the problems inher
ent in the environment.
We have attempted to demonstrate the manner in
which the risks associated with the purchase of an
innovative software product for strategic use vary
with the stage of organisational growth attained by
the software provider. We have provided a set of in
dicators which a prospective software purchaser may
use to establish the vendor’s current stage of growth
and, finally, we have suggested a number of tech
niques which may be used to limit the risks associ
ated, in particular, with software vendors in the
second stage of growth.
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INTRODUCTION
Many senior executives are now aware that infor
mation systems technology (1ST) can be used to
create a competitive advantage, and strategic plan
ning for 1ST is rated as the number one issue by
Australian MIS executives [Watson, 1989].
Acknowledgement of the possible impact of 1ST upon
corporate performance is the first step to developing
systems that can exploit the technology’s potential.
The second step, identifying possible competitive sys
tems, is more difficult because it requires harnessing
the creative energy of senior managers, the people
who understand the business, and IS specialists,
those who know the power of the technology. While
1ST expands the range of alternative strategies that
an enterprise may pursue in order to gain superior
returns, the identification of these alternatives is not
an easy task. The approach to identifying competi
tive information systems described by Pitt and
Watson [1989] uses a structured search and case
studies to stimulate the recognition of opportunities.
As this method depends in part on the availability of
salient examples, it is desirable to have some relevant
local examples to stimulate the thinking of Australian
executives.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY AND
DISTRIBUTION
This paper presents some examples of firms using
1ST to gain competitive advantage in distribution,
and provides a framework for understanding some
ways in which 1ST can be applied to distribution.
Most of the case studies in this paper are based on
firms operating in Australia, though we have taken
the opportunity to use examples from other countries
to highlight salient points. We start the discussion by
presenting some examples that highlight the impact
that computers can have on distribution.
The fashion industry is very competitive and
highly seasonal. With prime retail shelf space at a
premium, it is imperative that the clothes on the
racks are the most popidar fashion items, in the
most popular sizes. The investment in inventory for
fashion retailers is considerable. Leading Perth
casual wear retailer, Jeans West, has moved to
solve this fundamental but critical distribution
problem. All thirty-five of its outlets in Western
Australia have on-line electronic cash registers in
which the sales assistant, besides entering sales
data, simultaneously enters brand, size and color
of the article(s) of clothing bought at the point of
sale. This information is immediately transmitted
down line to the head office mainframe, and sub
sequently to the adjoining warehouse facility. All of
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a day’s transactions are processed by nightfall,
when the sold items are replaced for immediate
sale the next day. Furthermore, Jeans West man
agement can use sales information to redistribute
stock among stores in line with store-level trends.
Jeans West exploits 1ST to run a corporate vertical
marketing system. This yields Jeans West com
plete ownership of importation and ordering,
wholesale and retail operations, and gives it that
critical competitive edge — it can distribute its
product more effectively than many competitors.
Channel conflict is a common cause for concern,
and can happen at any level in the distribution
channel — between manufacturer and wholesaler,
between manufacturer and retailer, and between
wholesaler and retailer in the classical distribution
channel. Wholesalers expect retailers to maintain
stable ordering patterns, with large orders, while
retailers look to wholesalers to provide a
stockholding function, with small, fast deliveries
on demand, and a liberal returns policy. In Austra
lia, legislation precludes corporate vertical market
ing systems in the pharmaceutical industry, and
only two retail pharmaceutical outlets can be
owned by any one legal entity. As expected, whole
salers compete vigorously to act as the supplier of
first choice to retail outlets. Pharmaceutical oper
ation, F H Faulding and Co, has gained a marked
competitive advantage on other wholesalers with
its Faulding’s Total Inventory Planning and Pric
ing System (TIPPS).
TIPPS is designed to provide retail pharmacists
with information necessary to increase sales by the
efficient use ofshelf space based on current market
data. Each retail pharmaceutical outlet is supplied
(essentially at no cost) with a Portable Data Entry
Pharmacy Ordering System (PDEPOS). Faulding
will set up the entire pharmacy layout, including
shelving and displays, with the intention that the
pharmacist will source through Faulding. TIPPS is
used to determine optimal inventory levels, and
PDEPOS is used to scan each product as it. is sold
at the cash register. The data entry units are on
line to the Faulding’s warehouse, where each day
the products sold the previous day are recorded and
delivered to the pharmacy the next day. This
means that the retail pharmacy is assured that it is
carrying optimal stock levels at all times without
having to undertake expensive, labor intensive
stocktakes. TIPPS effectively locks retailers in, and
gives Faulding a marked competitive wholesaling
advantage in the industry, while simultaneously
reducing channel conflict.
The distribution of groceries at wholesale level is
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an information-intensive activity, and hence an op
portunity for using 1ST. Foodland Associated is a
voluntary horizontal marketing system, consisting
of independently owned grocery outlets. Foodland
uses computerized warehousing to gain an advan
tage in what could kindly be called a cutthroat
business. Daily deliveries are made to individual
outlets from a fully computerized central ware
house. This installation receives orders from retail
outlets via on-line data entry terminals in retail
stores. Automatic conveyors and adjustable forklifts
collect orders and place them on a waiting truck
for delivery. The information system in the ware
house automatically orders to ensure optimum in
ventory level in the warehouse, while the
information systems in the individual grocery
stores order to ensure that the inventory levels in
the stores are also optimal. Foodland’s share of the
Western Australian grocery market has continued
to grow and today stands at 50% [Zahra, 1988],
unusually high for a voluntary supermarket chain,
the only parallel being the Spar chain in the
Netherlands. Foodland considers that its infor
mation system has played a key role in market
success.
The aforementioned examples are just some of a
legion which demonstrate how marketers in diverse
industries have gained a significant competitive ad
vantage in distribution by the creative exploitation of
1ST. The distribution function provides many fruitful
areas where 1ST can be used to gain a meaningful
and sustainable advantage over competitors.
Distribution and Management Decision Making

Several factors combine to make the distribution
situation in Australia a unique one, creating both
problems and opportunities for marketing managers
and strategists. The country is vast in area — it is
geographically the world’s fifth largest nation. Yet, it
is also one of the globe’s least densely populated
countries, with a total population of only around 16
million. Paradoxically, that population is highly con
centrated with 70 per cent of the populace resident in
eleven sites: Canberra, the state capital cities (exclud
ing Darwin), and four urban areas of 100,000 per
sons or more (Newcastle, Wollongong, Geelong and
the Gold Coast). Some of these cities — for example
Perth in Western Australia, and Brisbane in
Queensland, are separated by distances which would
be incredible by European standards, and compar
able to North American East Coast-West Coast dis
tances. Australia, with its small domestic markets
and open economy, is a major trading nation; it is a
major exporter of agricultural and mineral products
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and imports many manufactured goods. Some items
travel halfway around the world in getting from
manufacturer to final consumer or user. The market
is also characterized by high consumer sophistication
for its size, and per-capita gross national product
ranks high by international standards.
According to Anthony (1965), management activity
— and therefore management decision making in
organisations — occurs at three distinct levels,
namely strategic planning, management control, and
operational control. Anthony’s famous triangle is pre
sented in simplified form in figure 1, with the rel
evance to various distribution decision areas
illustrated. Essentially, strategic planning has to do
with those activities and factors which impact the
overall direction and survival of the organisation;
management control is concerned with decisions re
garding the optimal allocation of the resources of the
organisation; and operational control involves the ef
ficient and effective utilization of those resources on
a day-to-day basis.
The various distribution decisions made in an or
ganisation can be conveniently allocated to corre
sponding areas of Anthony’s triangle — as is done in
figure 1. Some distribution decisions are without
doubt strategic, and affect the long-term course of the
organisation and its posture. A second group are con
cerned with the allocation of resources and call for
management control, while a third set of distribution
decisions are either of an administrative or an oper
ational nature.
Distribution Decisions and 1ST — A Framework for
Identifying Opportunities

Distribution decisions are among the most critical
facing marketing managers for they intimately affect
other marketing decisions. A distribution system is a
What dbtribuoon intensity does
(ha organization raguira?
What typo d ^stributon channel
does the organization require?
Ara intermediaries such as wholesalers and
retailers recjiirod and what yaS their function be?
How long ml the channel be?
How wiB costs be borne by channel members?

Strategic
Planning

How w3 intra-channel conflict be managed?

How w8 inventory be stored, handled, and

Where wig inventory be stored?
How wil orders be processed?

Operational

required detail be ensured?
How can cooperative infra-channel promotion be

key external resource, which takes years to build and
is not easily changed — it ranks in importance with
key organisational resources such as manufacturing,
research, engineering and field sales personnel and
facilities (Corey, 1976: 263). The distribution system
represents an important commitment by the organis
ation to scores of other organisations whose business
is distribution, and to the particular markets they
have chosen to serve. Distribution is an information
intensive activity, and one of the types of flows that
characterizes a distribution channel — except for
physical, title, payment and promotion flows — is the
flow of information. The information flow describes
directed flows of influence (advertising, personal sell
ing, sales promotion, and publicity) from one party to
other parties in the system. There is also an upward
flow of information in the distribution channel,
which originates at the customer, which can take
many forms — purchases, orders, inquiries, com
plaints and suggestions. Distribution — and physical
distribution in particular — contributes the highest
proportion of marketing costs for most products. As
early as 1976, estimates were that 13.6% of sales for
manufacturing companies, and 25.6% of sales for
reseller companies were accounted for by physical
distribution costs (LaLonde and Zinszer, 1976). Ex
perts have always believed that substantial savings
can be effected in the physical distribution area, and
almost thirty years ago, it was described as “the last
frontier for cost economies” (Parker, 1962), and “the
economy’s dark continent” (Drucker, 1962). The
costs of warehousing, transportation and retail floor
space have continued to increase rapidly. Companies
who can distribute their products effectively and ef
ficiently will enjoy considerable advantages over com
petitors. While the last major comparative study of
physical distribution costs in the USA, the UK, Japan
and Australia (Gilmour and Rimmer, 1976) identified
that Australian distribution costs were comparatively
lower as a percentage of sales, Gilmour and Rimmer
cautioned that management was becoming “increas
ingly concerned” with distribution costs and the pic
ture might have changed today.
This paper considers distribution from Anthony’s
three perspectives: strategic planning, management
control, and operational control. And for each of
these aspects, the key distribution decisions that
management needs to make are used as focal points
for identifying opportunities for competing through
computers (see figure 1).

policy and procedural changes be

. physical transportation of goods be

Strategic Planning
Figure 1 A Model of the Distribution Decision

Competitive advantage is at the core of any strategy,
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and there are two fundamental approaches that firms
can follow in order to improve performance, cost
leadership or differentiation [Porter, 1980]. A firm
with a cost leadership strategy aims to be the low-cost
producer in its industry. An enterprise following a
differentiation strategy, on the other hand, attempts
to achieve a premium price for its product by creat
ing unique attributes for its product. A company’s
distribution strategy, which is a component of its
overall strategic plan, needs to be in harmony with
the organisation’s generic strategy.
Distribution can support a cost leadership strategy
in two ways based upon Porter’s [1985] value chain
paradigm. Firstly, when distribution costs are a large
component of the total costs in the value chain, stra
tegic planning for distribution must stress reduction
of distribution cost drivers by seeking economies of
scale, making full use of available capacity, optimiz
ing location of facilities, and using purchasing power
to advantage. Secondly, a firm can reconfigure its
value chain to distribute its products more efficiently
by switching to low distribution cost outlets, integrat
ing forward, or by increasing the efficiency of its out
lets.
Creating uniqueness via distribution channels can
reinforce a differentiation strategy, and Porter [1985]
has identified means by which firms can enhance the
role of distribution channels in differentiation. Basi
cally, he advocates consistency in the facilities, capa
bilities, image, operating policies, and procedures of
channels. It may seem paradoxical that differentia
tion of distribution channels is achieved through
making all outlets similar. However, the intention is
to establish a perception of uniqueness, and
discontinuities in the distribution channel tarnish
this image.
Once a firm has aligned its distribution strategy
with its overall plan, it must also marshal its infor
mation systems to support the distribution plan and
the strategic direction of the organisation. Some firms
have been more successful than others in establishing
the linkage between 1ST, distribution, and corporate
goals. One most illustrative example is IKEA, a
Swedish multinational furniture retailer.
When your distribution channel can stretch from
Stockholm to Sydney (some 18,000 km), you need to
have the right distribution strategy. Swedish furnishing
company IKEA has a distribution strategy that is
aligned with its corporate objective, which is:
“IKEA shall offer a wide range offurnishing items
ofgood design and function at prices so low that the
majority of people can afford to buy them." Ingvar
Kamprad, furniture dealer and the founder of IKEA
[IKEA brochure].
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In order to meet this goal, IKEA, among other things,
has to distribute its goods very efficiently, and the driv
ing concept behind this goal is the selling of kit form
furniture, assembled by the customer. For example, a
chair kit can contain: seat frame, two arm and leg
units, two supports, cushion, cover, screws, and as
sembly instructions, with most of these components in
separate packages. The key components of IKEA’s lowcost distribution strategy are:
• design quality products that can be distributed in
space-saving packages.
• use multiple suppliers to gain economies of scale in
manufacturing and distribution. The items in the
chair kit, described above, will generally be made
by several of IKEA’s 1,500 suppliers. By specializ
ing, suppliers gain the benefits of mass manufactur
ing to lower production costs and bulk ordering to
reduce distribution costs. In turn, IKEA can use its
purchasing power to negotiate lower prices from its
suppliers.
• package goods compactly in standard size pack
ages that make maximum use ofpallet space.
• design packages that a customer can easily load
onto a trolley, transport to the car, and stow in the
boot.
As can be seen, IKEA’s distribution process is driven
by the desire to minimize transportation costs all the
way from manufacturers to the consumer’s home.
Computers are used to support this strategy in several
ways. A suppliers’ database is used to identify those
suppliers who can best meet product quality require
ments at the lowest total cost — manufacturing plus
distribution. Computers are used to ensure that every
IKEA consignment is optimized in terms of weight
and volume. Sophisticated algorithms are used to cal
culate optimum stacking patterns for packages on pal
lets. Because IKEA’s retail outlets sell kit furniture,
they need computerized inventory control to ensure
that the right mix of components is maintained in the
store. One missing component for a wall unit can kill a
$2,000 sale. Order processing is aligned with IKEA’s
low-cost distribution strategy. Once the sales clerk has
entered details of each item of the customer’s order, the
information is transmitted to the warehouse attached
to the retail store, where a picking slip is printed.
While the customer is paying for the order, which can
take several minutes if there is a need for a credit
check, warehouse staffpick the order and have it ready
for the customer.
A low-cost distribution strategy — built upon econ
omies of scale in distribution, making maximum use
of distribution capacity, and exploiting purchasing
power — gives IKEA a competitive advantage, and
by connecting 1ST with this strategy, IKEA enhances
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its capacity to compete. As a result, IKEA can suc
cessfully retail Scandinavian furniture in Australian
cities.
What distribution intensity does the organisation
require?
A major distribution objective is to be able to plan,
achieve and monitor the desired coverage of target
markets, and organisations throughout Australia have
followed countless routes in achieving the required
distribution intensity. One of the greatest challenges
facing marketers is to manage the distribution system
in such a way as to achieve optimal market coverage
at the lowest cost. 1ST provides companies with the
intelligence needed to monitor the performance of
different market coverage strategies. If a wholesaler,
for example, feels that an intensive distribution strat
egy does not provide individual retailers with suf
ficient incentive to give aggressive attention to his
range, the system can be modified to a selective one,
with increased incentive to a smaller number of re
tailers.
National retail chain G. J. Coles Ltd has, in its
effort to increase and optimize market coverage, used
1ST to determine the best location for its very large
investment outlets. Coles has developed a sophisticated
computer-based Gravity Model, which is used with rel
evant data for a particular geographic location. This
model’s input includes factors such as size of the trad
ing area, demographic data, income trends and char
acteristics, retail trade potential, competitive situation,
community progressiveness, advertisting media avail
able, credit facilities, the labor market, available deliv
ery systems, proximity to supply sources and legal
restrictions. A hypothetical retail trade index, which
can be compared with the relative indices of existing
centres to gauge profit potential, is calculated by the
Gravity Model. In this way, Coles ensures that when a
significant investment is made in a centre, it has the
potential either now or at a predetermined time in the
future to be profitable. 1ST provides accurate, complete
and relevant information with which to achieve this —
and ensures that Coles maintains its competitive ad
vantage.
A trend towards integration in distribution chan
nels has been apparent in most industries, and in
most countries. Ideally, channel participants all reap
the rewards associated with large scale purchasing,
the pooling of promotional efforts, sharing of skilled
management, the streamlining of administration, and
the utilization of efficient systems in order process
ing, inventory control, materials handling, delivery
and customer credit. A common extension of integra
tion of this type has been franchising, which can also
be viewed as an attempt to gain major market cover

age for a relatively low investment. Essentially, fran
chising involves the packaging of a successful
marketing formula. There is always, however, the
danger that these packages will become institutional
ized, and fail to respond in a timely manner to
changes in the environment and in customer purchas
ing patterns.
Perth-based irrigation equipment specialists Hugall
and Hoile achieved its objective of establishing what
for it is an optimal market coverage by franchising
throughout Australia. The market coverage policy is a
selective one because it allows only one wholesaler/
retail outlet in each predetermined geographical area.
Hugall and Hoile use 1ST to monitor the operations of
franchisees in terms of sales, orders and inventory
levels on a continuous basis. This ensures that fran
chise holders are always operating at budgeted levels.
By combining the characteristics of the system with
other demographic data, which is updated regularly,
they are also able to rapidly identify opportunities for
further franchises to optimize market coverage. Hugall
and Hoile’s Marketfind system gathers information
about the potential size of growing markets — this
timely information enables them to preempt competi
tors. As soon as a potential market starts to ripen,
Hugall and Hoile are the first reticulation outlet into it.
What type of distribution channel does the organ
isation require?
There are two reasons why choosing the type of
distribution channel is one of the most critical mar
keting decisions made by management. Firstly, the
channel chosen for the organisation’s products and
services intimately affects every other marketing de
cision — pricing decisions depend on the intensity of
distribution, and advertising and promotion may
depend on the level of cooperation given by channel
members. Sales force decisions depend on whether
the firm sells directly or though intermediaries. Even
product decisions such as packaging and branding are
dependent on the type of distribution channel
chosen. Secondly, channel decisions involve the firm
in relatively long-term commitments to other parties
— for example, motor vehicle manufacturers enter
into agreements with members of their dealer net
works. Channel decisions are of a relatively long-term
nature — once made they tend not to be changed
overnight. Thus, they are made with care, and man
agers should take not only the current marketing situ
ation into consideration, but also the long-term
environment.
Companies restricted to one, or a few distribution
channels will find themselves increasingly vulnerable
to competitors with more appropriate channels. One
of the ways in which distribution strategy will afford
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competitive advantage in the future will be by allow
ing the growth of multichannel marketing systems
(Kotler, 1988: 548), or what Weigand (1977) calls
“multimarketing”. The offering grid (The MAC
Group, 1985) shown in figure 2 provides a tool for
companies to identify distribution opportunities and
segment markets optimally. While the grid illustrated
has only nine cells, there could conceivably be many
more. Each cell also represents a distribution channel
opportunity, if the demand is large enough to justify
its use. The bottom of the grid shows products rang
ing from customised products to commodities, and
the vertical axis shows levels of distribution value
added service ranging from low to high. Exploitation
of 1ST will offer the alert firm even more opportuni
ties to take advantage of the offering grid. Figure 2,
depicts the example of a fictitious short-term in
surance company that exploits three different distri
bution channels to reach three different market
segments. At upper left, it uses its own expert sales
force to call directly on large corporate client. Each
salesperson is equipped with a portable personal
computer, which can be acoustically coupled to the
company’s mainframe, to develop completely
customised policies to cater to the total short-term
insurance needs of the large corporate client. In the
middle of the grid, the company uses the services of
insurance brokers to serve smaller corporate clients
and individuals. Brokers are equipped with dedicated
terminals which allow access to such information as
standard company rates, acceptability of risks, and
no-claim bonus data of potential clients. The im
mediate printing of a policy, once accepted, is also
possible. At the lower right of the grid, the insurance
company uses automated outlets similar to ATMs,
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based at airports and railway stations to distribute
personal accident insurance to travellers. This is a
homogeneous product — a service commodity in the
true sense of the word — which needs no distribution
value-added via advice or after sales service. In this
way, the company can establish differentiated prod
ucts and distribution channels for different customer
groups.
Environmental changes, such as the launch of a
competitor’s new brand, or a change in the tariff on
an imported item, may trigger distribution strategy
opportunities, or they might constitute threats. The
firm may have to adopt a defensive or an offensive
position. The effect of a distribution strategy will
depend on the timing of the initiative, the degree of
risk acceptable in the strategy, the rate of penetration
aimed for, and the pattern of movement in the mar
ketplace. Effective offensive and defensive distribu
tion strategies rely heavily on the accuracy, timeliness
and content of market information.
Assessing the effectiveness of distribution strategy
is an arduous and daunting task. There are countless
variables — often not within the strategy itself —
which interact simultaneously. Very often, the only
guidelines in most organisations are those provided
by immediate past experience, traditions in the
market and what competitors do. 1ST offers consider
able opportunities for fast, objective measurement of
channel effectiveness — such as percentage of market
coverage, expense and service levels, intensity of
product exposure provided by the channel, productmix and product-line requirements, intra-channel
promotional effectiveness, role relationships, and the
return on investment associated with different chan
nels (Luck and Ferrell, 1985).
Management Control

Management control is concerned with acquisition of
resources and their effective and efficient usage, in
order to meet the goals set forward in strategic plan
ning [Anthony, 1965], At the distribution level, man
agement control is focussed on the distribution
channel. The two key issues are the selection and
motivation of channel members, and the manage
ment of intra-channel conflict.
How will individual channel members be selected,
controlled and motivated?
Many basic marketing texts emphasize the choice
of distribution channels as a “controllable” decision.
The orderly presentation of channel possibilities,
which also implies the simple “selection” of channel
members by the producers is, however, somewhat
misleading — as recognised so many years ago by
McVey [1960] in his classic article, “Are channels of
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distribution what the textbooks say they are?” Very
often the producer does not “select” wholesalers or
retailers as part of his channel — he is passive, and is
selected (it is hoped) as part of their channel. “With
the advent of checkout scanners and computers, that
supply information on how quickly products are
turning over, retailers are increasingly aware of what
makes money and what doesn’t. They can demand
discounts on marginal goods or throw them off the
shelf. The relative scarcity of shelf space has, in a
sense, put the retailer in the real estate business;
manufacturers have little choice but to bid for terri
tory to display their wares” [Williams, 1983],
Can institutions inch their way into existing chan
nels, or get themselves “elected” as channel mem
bers? By making effective use of 1ST we believe they
can. Our example is far removed from high-powered
consumer retailing, but illustrates how a service (sign
writing) supplier successfully elected itself to the dis
tribution channel between advertising agencies and
their clients.
Sign writing firms get much of their work through
advertising agencies, who specify the format of the
required sign. It is usual for the design of a sign to
undergo several iterations as the advertising agency
and sign writer jointly develop the advertisement mes
sage into a specification for a sign. The traditional
sign development approach was for the advertising
agency and sign writer to exchange graphic infor
mation, the most important feature of a sign, by cou
riers. However, with the use offacsimile technology, a
medium size sign writing company, Sign-On, could get
a jump on its competitors by using fax to accelerate
the exchange ofgraphic information. Advertising agen
cies responded by giving more work to Sign-On be
cause they, in turn, could respond more rapidly to their
clients. Furthermore, both Sign-On and the advertising
agencies reduced the total cost of graphic information
exchange. Of course, it was not long before all, but the
smallest, sign writing companies started to use fac
simile technology. However, Sign-On had picked up
some additional business, some of which it managed
to keep even after its competitors followed suit. This
example demonstrates two ideas, it shows how 1ST can
be used to change the format and timeliness of infor
mation exchange between two parties in a distribution
channel, and it shows that a non-sustainable, short
term competitive advantage can still provide a long
term residual improvement in performance. Many low
cost innovations can also spread the risk of failure,
which is always present for the more adventurous or
ganisation. An innovative firm may find that the resid
uals of many short-term gains lead to above average
long-term returns.
How will intra-channel conflict be managed?

Vertical channel conflict is common in many distri
bution channels and refers to conflicts of interest
between different levels of the same channel. (See
Stern and El-Ansary [1982] for an excellent discus
sion of channel conflict). A consistent source of chan
nel conflict is differential pricing on identical order
quantities of a product. In one case in Australia, a
manufacturer was fined for several breaches of the
Trade Practices Act, in particular its attempts to
impose resale price maintenance on a retailer cus
tomer (Australian Financial Review, 1978). Retailers,
and especially smaller retailers, of course believe that
the same size order should be sold by wholesalers at
the same price.
Faulding’s TIPPS overcomes this problem, as its on
line ordering system ensures sufficient content on its
orders to cumulatively total all purchases by a retail
pharmacist in a given month and then issues a stan
dard, but scaled rebate at the end of each month,
which is shown as an opening credit on the next
month’s account. On this basis, all retail pharmacists
know that they are being treated equally and fairly, but
at the same time they are being encouraged to order
larger monthly cumulative orders. Faulding uses the
detail generated by its system to overcome a common
form of channel conflict — and simultaneously gener
ates greater volume business.
Operational Control

Operational control is based upon ensuring that the
tasks necessary to achieve short-term goals are per
formed efficiently and effectively [Anthony, 1965].
Thus, operational issues in distribution are: inven
tory management, order processing, transportation of
goods, communication of procedural changes, coordi
nation of promotion, and maintaining the distribu
tion information system.
How will inventory be stored, handled, and control
led?
The computer has been welcomed by the distribu
tion manager because it has made the distribution
job easier and more efficient. The distribution man
ager is availed of information that can be used to
plan and control all types of decisions — from com
paring sources of raw materials to determining the
most economical way of shipping merchandise to re
tailers. Software is available to simulate logistical
problems, enabling distribution decision makers to
swiftly evaluate alternatives. The complicated cost
variables so common to logistics problems are ac
commodated, and lowest cost inventory levels can be
calculated. Most profitable warehouse location pat
terns can be established. Often the distribution ad
vantages gained spill over into other areas of
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marketing: Proctor and Gamble’s Direct Product
Profitability system measures the cost of an item as it
moves from the warehouse to the time it is sold at the
retail level. It has resulted in the redesign of many
product items based on information about size, shelflife, and purchase frequency. One of the trends in
marketing thinking in the ’60s, ’70s and early ’80s
has been to a separation of the “harder” issues of
logistics, and the “softer” issues of the marketing
function. At present, marketing and logistics are
managed separately in more than 50 percent of For
tune 500 companies [Yoorhees and Coppett, 1986].
Voorhees and Coppett believe that marketing and lo
gistics should be remarried to form the basis for a
business strategy for the 1990s. They are supported
in this reasoning by LaLonde and McGinnis [1981]
who view the coming decade as that of “distribution
integration,” calling for distribution managers to de
velop new ways of thinking strategically, and for dis
tribution strategies (including logistics) to be targeted
individually to market segments. Bartels (in LaLonde
and McGinnis [1981]) admonishes that the need for
integration instead of separation has never been
greater, and calls for thought and effort in the physi
cal and exchange functions. The crux of the Voorhees
and Coppett’s [1986] argument is that logistics will
offer unique opportunities for segmenting markets by
individualizing services for specific customer needs.
A number of factors have emerged which will make
marketing and logistics decisions more inseparable,
not the least of which is 1ST. To support their argu
ment, Voorhees and Coppett [1986] cite McKenney
and McFarlan’s [1982] report on the costs and per
formance of computer electronics, where the cost of a
logic unit has declined from $160 in 1958 to $0.05 in
1980. In addition, Voorhees and Snyder [1982] detail
a study of more than 200 major (more than $ 1 billion
sales annually) US companies, in which firms re
ported a 78% decrease in order cycle length, a 72%
reduction in inventory requirements, a 77% decrease
in stockout frequency and reductions of around 40%
in delivery failures and bad credit. The only reported
increase was a particularly gratifying 80% improve
ment in customer service. Voorhees and Snyder
report Crown Zellerbach’s success in using 1ST to
integrate its marketing and distribution functions
with its customers. 1ST enables customers to order
directly and to obtain information for all Crown
Zellerbach’s products, including forest products,
pulp, paper, containers, packaging, and oil and gas.
Inventory management is one of the early success
stories for 1ST. Readily automated procedures for de
termining item order quantities and order points are
clearly described in the inventory management litera
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ture (e.g. Brown [1977]). Many organisations have
had installed for some time computer-based systems
to automate inventory management and to provide
timely information on item status. Where the cost of
establishing and maintaining such a system may be
prohibitive for a small retailer, wholesalers can pro
vide inventory management as a service. In so doing,
they may gain a competitive advantage by offering
services not supplied by other wholesalers. Other
wholesalers are therefore effectively “blocked out”.
This is the strategy that Fauldings has adopted to
strengthen and maintain its linkage with retail phar
macists.
A new entrant to the wholesale grocery business is
faced with an initial problem. Does it install and
maintain an electronic information system to admin
ister the distribution function with the large fixed
cost component adherent thereto, and hope that it
can win sufficient market share and profitable sales
quickly enough to cover these costs? Or, does it at
tempt to create a manual system. In the Western
Australian grocery market, the decision is clear. With
out 1ST, it would be almost impossible to win market
share and achieve profitable sales in direct competi
tion with the fully integrated, technology-based infor
mation intensive distribution systems used by the
three large retailing chains of Foodland Association,
G. J. Coles and Woolworths. An effective and ef
ficient computer-based distribution administration
system can create a barrier to new entrants, who are
faced with the high cost of establishing a similar
system. In this event, the most profitable strategy
may be to find areas of the industry where 1ST has
not been introduced into administration of the distri
bution function.
Perth-based national hardware and software whole
saler and retailer, Y-Micro, takes advantage of infor
mation technology and the two hour time difference
between Australia's east and west coasts to supply its
retail outlets in a timely manner with high cost, low
mass software and circuit boards. At the end of each
day’s trading, east coast outlets fax orders to Y-Micro's
Perth warehouse, where staff compile orders and air
freight them for delivery the next morning to retail
stores in Sydney, Adelaide, and Brisbane. Y-Micro uses
facsimile technology to distribute its products in a
timely fashion in a rapidly changing market place
where demand patterns are unstable and cannot be
easily forecast.
One of the largest American food wholesalers,
Fleming Foods, distributes to 4,860 supermarkets and
stores. More than any other in the business, it has
invested in 1ST to improve productivity and efficiency.
Although it earns less than a cent on each dollar of
food sold, it has installed a $US5 million system to
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shave fractions of a cent off each dollar of shipping
costs. Orders for several supermarkets are sorted into
categories, such as breakfast cereals, allowing workers
to fill all breakfast cereal orders immediately, making
only one trip to the cereals shelf After the cartons of
cereals are placed on the conveyor belt, they pass a
laser scanner that directs each to the correct loading
dock. Fleming claims d< productivity increase of 11
percent on average. In its unmechanized warehouses,
Fleming also uses computers to make its order fillers
more productive. A warehouse worker planning to start
a task inserts a card into a computer terminal that
tells him how long management thinks a job should
take. When the job is finished, he reinserts the card
and the screen flashes whether he had done a "Good
job!’’ or how far below capacity he is working (Fortune,
1985). How successful has Fleming been? 7 get calls
almost on a daily basis', says Fleming’s Harrison, an
active buyer of wholesaling operations, from smaller
wholesalers who just can’t make the investment to stay
competitive’ ” [Greene, 1984: 228],
At Foodland a case discussed earlier, inventory con
trol reports are an example of how, by reformatting
inventory records into a control report, the retailer can
ascertain the frequency at which each product moves
through the store. The system is also availed ofgraphic
output, which enables the frequency of these move
ments to be plotted against such variables as traffic
flow through the store.
The Jeans West example illustrates the importance
of timely data in a distribution network. The immedi
ate availability of information between retail store and
the warehouse enables this fashion house to exploit its
competitive advantage by making the best use of retail
floor space, and enabling them to carry optimal inven
tory levels. The timeliness of the data is a distinctive
advantage — in a reformatted version it forms the
basis for buying decisions by the group's import divi
sion. Buyer profiles of Jeans West’s customers are used
by the fashion buyers in their dealings with overseas
garment manufacturers to ensure access to the most
sought-after designs, in the sizes most demanded by
customers.
Managing the distribution channel — or more
strictly management control according to Anthony’s
taxonomy — involves the optimal allocation of re
sources. One of the resources most pertinent to dis
tribution is inventory, which in many organisations
represents a large investment. Information regarding
stock levels must be in the form in which it will be
most relevant to managerial planning of inventory.
Reams of paper are indispensable in some situations,
but at other times the real need is for swift, easy-toaccess information — perhaps in graphic form, or
directly off a screen.

Where will inventory be held?
Major timber merchant Burnings Ltd uses 1ST to
continuously monitor, determine, and report on opti
mal inventory size, bearing in mind the costs ofphys
ical distribution — usually quite considerable for a
high-bulk low-value product such as timber. It is im
portant for Burnings to be able to monitor the relative
costs of holding stocks of timber at the mills in the
south-west of Australia, at their Perth distribution
centre, and at each of the various retail hardware out
lets in the suburbs ofPerth. Inventory reports are avail
able on-screen, and in hard copy, in printed or graphic
form at any time. Consequently, Bunnings can carry at
the lowest cost, the minimum amount of timber in the
most demanded sizes and lengths, by the desired
timber mill, distribution centre, or individual hard
ware store.
How will orders be processed?
There is no area of marketing in which computer
ization, automation, and modern quantitative tech
niques can be so extensively and profitably used as in
physical distribution [Zikmund and D’Amico, 1986],
Most marketing applications of computerization and
automation are in the areas of inventory handling,
doing paperwork and other order processing activi
ties. The use of computerized inventory control sys
tems has for some time allowed organisations to
reduce acquisition and holding costs, and take ac
count of out-of-stock losses, and examples abound in
the literature. Savin Corporation has a terminal in
each of its warehouses to keep track of every item in
its inventory. The system identifies the quantity on
hand, the location and movement of the stock, and
the status of all orders [Peter and Donnelly, 1985],
Caterpillar’s legendary reputation for parts and ser
vice availability has also been enhanced by 1ST.
There is a national computer network linking all
dealers to the Morton, Illinois distribution centre,
enabling them to order any part they need for deliv
ery the next day [Business Week, 1981]. And from the
chairman of General Motors, on “driving into the
computer age”: “We have to get to the point where
every time a dealer sells a Cadillac, then Firestone or
Goodyear automatically will send another set of tyres
on over to one of our plants” [Time, 1984].
Faulding, a firm discussed earlier, is an example of
how a wholesaler has automated order processing for
its customers. PDEPOS (Portable Data Entry Phar
macy Ordering System), based on scanning tech
nology, makes it very easy for pharmacists to order
from Faulding and for Faulding to process the order. In
nearly every way, Faulding replicates the principles of
the classic example of strategic information systems,
American Hospital Supplies [Information Week,
1986].
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How can the required detail be ensured?
Shelf space is always at a premium for many retail
ers, which means that only the right products, in
optimal quantities, can be kept on shelves. Inventory
management systems need to be perpetual and inte
grated into the accounting system to provide timely
inventory and profit information. Clearly, sophisti
cated systems, such as that described in the Foodland
scenario, gives the retailer a decided competitive ad
vantage — the individual retail grocer can tap into
this large network directly far easier than having to
design, implement and control his own system.
Many grocery wholesalers use a comprehensive dis
tribution reporting system which provides extensive
detail about the product ordered. Also, control re
ports show total movement in inventory both at ware
house and retail store level. From this type of report
it is possible for both the wholesaler and retailer to
determine a product profile for fastest moving lines.
The retailer can also experiment with different in
store product positioning strategies in order to deter
mine, maintain and monitor those areas of floor
space where a particular product sells best. This data
can be extracted from the control reports and must
be weighed against other retail placement rules, such
as placing staples at the rear of the store to draw
customers past slower-moving, but obviously more
profitable non-staples. The usefulness of accurate,
timely, detailed and relevant information cannot be
overestimated.
How can cooperative intra-channel promotion be
coordinated?
The characteristics desired of channel members
depend, at least in part, on whether the marketer
wishes to use a “pull” or “push” strategy as part of
the overall marketing approach. In the case of the
former, the producer spends heavily on creating cus
tomer awareness and demand for the product, and as
a result, the product is requested from retailers, who
in turn request it from other preceding intermediar
ies — the product is “pulled” through the channel. In
the case of a “push” strategy, the emphasis shifts to
aggressive personal selling efforts by the producer to
encourage channels members to stock and promote
its product.
Black and Decker (Australasia) Pty Ltd manufac
tures and markets power tools, and more recently, a
range of kitchen appliances. In its distribution strategy,
it uses both pull strategies (by promoting consumer
goods) and push strategies (encouraging its distribu
tors to push products down the line). In order to evalu
ate the effectiveness of these strategies on an ongoing
basis, Black and Decker has installed a sophisticated
information system which tracks promoted and
unpromoted awareness of retail items — to evaluate
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the effectiveness of pull strategies. The effectiveness of
push strategies are assessed by tracking sales and in
ventory levels. In this way, Black and Decker can
extend greater benefits to cooperative distributors, and
review its relationships with noncooperative distribu
tors.
How can policy and procedural changes be com
municated?
Organisations that operate large retail networks
frequently need to rapidly inform all their retail out
lets of policy changes. The ability of 1ST to broadcast
a message to many locations is well-known. For
example, many large Australian enterprises now have
national, if not international, electronic mail systems
that can be used to disseminate procedural changes.
Where it is uneconomical to establish a private com
munications system, firms may achieve the same re
sults by using the publicly available facilities supplied
by Telecom Australia. For example, Telecom Australia
provides the complete infrastructure of an Australian
public-access videotext system, Viatel, which is used
by some firms to improve the efficiency of distribu
tion [Time, 1988].
Retail banking in Australia is dominated by the four,
large, and long-established domestic banks, who oper
ate nationwide branch banking and ATM systems. For
example, Westpac Banking Corporation, founded in
1817, has 1,953 branches or agencies, and 724 ATMs
scattered throughout Australia. Because the four major
banks have an ATM network sharing arrangement,
Westpac customers can also use the 700 ATM outlets
of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia [Westpac,
1987J. Some banks use the ATM network as a vehicle
for communicating distribution policy changes to cus
tomers. For instance, while a customer is waiting for a
transaction to be processed, the ATM screen can be
used to display a message to notify a customer of a
change in policy (e.g. This ATM will be out for service
tomorrow, there is a terminal at 380 High St’), and the
same message can be printed on the customer’s trans
action record.
How can physical transportation of goods be coor
dinated?
Coordinating the distribution of a product can be
especially difficult when multiple organisations are
involved in the physical transportation of the item
from manufacturer to final consumer. As a trading
nation, it is important that Australia’s exporters, who
are remote from many of their major markets (par
ticularly Japan, US, and Europe), minimize transpor
tation delays. Competitive performance improves
when firms share distribution channel information
because it allows channel members to reduce delays
and increase channel capacity usage.
Viaship, an information system based on Viatel, is
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designed, to facilitate sharing of information on the
handling, storage, and movement of cargo in and out
of Australia [Time, 1988J. Viaship’s centralized data
base stores information supplied by the shipping lines,
terminal depots, port authorities, customs, quarantine
services, and railways. An up-to-date record of each
container’s location is maintained so that users can
track the movement of containers. Accurate shipping
schedules are instantly available, where once they were
days or weeks old. A joint venture between Telecom
Australia, Australian National Lines and P & O Con
tainers Limited, Viaship is an example of 1ST being
used to create a new business, the provision of trans
portation information. Viaship provides the necessary
detail for distribution managers to coordinate the
transport of materials, and it enhances Australia’s abil
ity to compete in international markets. Viaship is an
example of a country competing through computers.
Perth is some 3,500 kilometres from the major man
ufacturing centres of Melbourne and Sydney. Being
primarily a service centre for agricultural and mining
products, Perth "imports" many goods from these
cities, and as rail is particularly efficient for moving
containers on the long haul across the continent, many
products use this method. There is only one railway
line between Perth and the east coast, and all con
tainers in and out ofPerth go through one freight yard.
This transport system, while giving economies of scale
in the movement of goods, suffers from high levels of
congestion and long queues of trucks can form within
the freight yard. Westrail, the operator of the railway
and freight depot, plans to build an information
system that will support more efficient usage of the
yard. The proposed system will enable freight forward
ers, the clients, to check the status of a container and
its likely availability, and will provide information on
current vehicle waiting times and container handling
machinery availability. It is Westrail’s philosophy to
provide freight forwarders with enough information to
permit them to coordinate the physical movement of
goods to minimize transport costs. In addition, the
system will analyse requested container movements to
determine the optimum usage of container handling
machinery so that Westrail increases its efficiency.
Conclusion

The information intensive nature of the often long
and multi-level link between producer and final con
sumer, provides many opportunities for 1ST to re
shape distribution systems to increase competitive
performance. Organisations adept at processing dis
tribution information more rapidly and smarter than
their competitors, or proficient at using 1ST to dis
tribute their products more efficiently, can gain an

advantage in their industry. This paper has demon
strated how firms are using 1ST to support distribu
tion decisions at the three major levels of decision
making: strategic planning, management control, and
operational control. To assist organisations that wish
to search for opportunities to use 1ST to support
distribution, we have provided a series of questions
that are fundamental to distribution management,
and we suggest that these questions be used with the
supplied case studies and group creativity techniques
to stimulate the generation of ideas for exploiting 1ST
in distribution.
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BOOK REVIEWS
LEWIS, C.( 1988): Managing with Micros, Basil Blackwell (The
Economist Publications), 271pp., $52.50.
Every second year since 1982, Dr Colin Lewis has produced a fully
revised version of Managing with Micros. His stated aim is to pro
vide ‘managers’ with the knowledge to make use of microcomputers
in a business context.
On the face of it, it would seem impossible to do justice to such
a comprehensive subject in so few pages. Dr Lewis has achieved
this feat with deceptive ease. Beginning with an examination of the
basic elements of microcomputers, the reader is introduced progres
sively to the industry at large, communication networks, generic ap
plication packages (word processing, desk top publishing,
spreadsheets, database and integrated business packages) and finally
taken in some detail through specific applications exemplified by
payroll, general ledger and stock control packages.
The subject is developed logically and is well-structured without
being clinical. Dr Lewis is not afraid to offer an opinion and when
he does it is worth considering. (‘For an untrained business user,
most of these dial-up database systems can appear relatively compli
cated and user unfriendly and it is, therefore, often more cost effec
tive for occasional enquirers to employ a specialist researcher rather
than try to get to grips with the system hierarchy themselves,’ and
‘... any later integration of a standalone system with other packages
is a major undertaking and it is sensible to think well ahead in
making the initial choice.’) This practical emphasis permeates the
text and is supported by concisely presented current data.
Who are the ‘managers’ to whom this is directed? The term
seems unnecessarily restrictive. This book would serve as an excel
lent introduction to all those who find themselves needing to ac
quire an understanding of computing, and this now includes people
through every stratum of business. The style and tenor of this text
should make its appeal universal.
Undoubtedly there are questions concerning microcomputers the
answers to which are not contained in this book; the use of dot
matrix printer-produced illustrations may add to the authenticity at
the expense of readability; the examples drawn from UK usage may
not always be indicative of Australian conditions; but these are mi
nor concerns. Cosidering the breadth and volatility of the subject,
this is a superlative text on microcomputing.
Roger Price
Stale Electricity Commission of Victoria

LEWIS, R. and TAGG, E.D. (ed.)(1988): Informatics and Educa
tion, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 750 pp., $US 131-50.
This book is ‘an anthology of papers selected from I FI P TC3 publi
cations since the establishment of TC3 in 1963’. The editors, both
from the University of Lancaster in England, have been involved in
editing TC3 publications since 1974. Between them they have
edited, or helped to edit, two out of the four TC3 World Confer
ences, and eleven out of nineteen TC3 Working Conferences. Half
the world conferences and sixteen of the working conferences have
taken place during the last decade.
The papers have been arranged by the editors into ten sections:
1. The History of TC3 (2 papers)
2. The Impact on Society (9 papers)
3. Developing Countries (9 papers)
4. Information Technology Literacy (9 papers)
5. Computers in Support of Learning (II papers)
6. The Impact of Computers on the Curriculum (12 papers)
7. The Role of Programming (9 papers)
S. Teacher Education (13 papers)
9. The Provision of Hardware Resources (9 papers)
10. Computer Science Curriculum (9 papers)
Within each section, papers have been arranged in chronological or
der. Except for 15 papers from the first TC3 World Conference in
1970 that were distributed to conference attendees only, and the
second paper in the first section, all the papers have previously been
published by TC3. The citations are annoyingly incomplete because
the editors have omitted page numbers.
The index has entries for 149 different authors. Australia is well

Editor: Dr Chris Andrews
represented. Ashley Goldsworthy wrote the Foreword in his capaci
ty as IFIP president, and the selected papers include ones by Judith
Hammond, by Geoff Cummings and Elizabeth Abbott, by Greg
Butler and John Treloar, and by Sandra Wills.
There are several papers that I enjoyed, e.g. ‘Computer Educa
tion for All’ by B.H, Blakeley of London (1978); ‘Rethinking Com
puter Literacy’ by J.M. Fritz of New Brunswick, Canada (1985);
‘Genetic Experiments on a Computer’ by R. Honcariv and J. Vinar, of Safarik University, CSSR (1970); ‘Simulation as an
Educational Tool’ by J. Hebenstreit, of Paris (1987); ‘Impact of
Computers on Curriculum in the Schools and Universities’ by P.
Suppes, of Stanford University, California (1975); and ‘Keyboard
Connections - Schools and Children Communicating Around the
World’ jointly authored by H. Jobe of Erdenheim, Pennsylvania,
and G. Butler and J. Treloar of Miller, NSW (1988). However none
of the papers struck me as epoch making, or as definitive, or even
just as being in the category ‘must read again soon’. This is one
book 1 can live happily without, and I will be happy to send the
review copy to the first reader who promises to give it a better
home.
The editors, with some clerical assistance, have reset the papers
from the original typescripts using MS-Word on a microcom
puter and a laser primer. Anything moderately difficult like tables
or equations have been set separately and pasted in (especially page
IV-14). The finished result is typographically naive and amateurish they ought to have found some better software and better advice.
However, to their credit, the editors have coped well with the two
French papers that are included.
This book is far too long. The editors seem to have succumbed to
the temptation to please all their friends by including at least twice
as many papers as they should have. Far too many papers are in
the category of ‘at this point in time, at this geographical place, the
available technology was such that we did this’. While such papers
were no doubt valuable at the time of their first delivery, and will
still be of interest to contemporary historians, for most of us being
swept forward in the relentless currents of technological progress,
they represent a stage that we have passed through and are no lon
ger concerned about. There are far too many papers here that, hav
ing been published once, should now be left to rest in peace. The
editors, anxious to produce their showcase on the TC3 world,
judged otherwise. I would not quarrel except that the result is ob
scenely expensive. I have only small experience of these things but I
would judge that the same book could be printed and distributed
here for less than one quarter of the price.
So who is supposed to buy this book? Is it addressed to individu
als trying to apply computers to education but who don’t have per
sonal copies of the seminal papers in their field? Possibly (the
editors don’t really say), but how many individuals are likely to
fork out about $A 200 for this lot? Precious few, I would say. Are
libraries supposed to buy it after they have already acquired the
original works from which this collection is derived? They don’t re
ally need yet another copy of these papers! Cynically, I do not
doubt that the publishers expect harassed librarians will not enquire
too closely, but will dutifully sign on the dotted line as usual.
I am more than curious to know how the publishers think they
have deserved the outrageous price they have set. It can’t be the
quality of the typesetting and typography, which would give real
publishers the horrors. It can’t be the quality of the printing: my
copy has several pages that are over-inked and blurred, while others
are quite faint. It can’t be the editorial work, because that has
clearly been done elsewhere. As journal editor, I long ago decided
to advise reviewers for North-Holland books:
Do not dwell on the quality of reproduction, or price. Re
viewers in the past have frequently commented on the indif
ferent quality in some volumes (from original typescripts
supplied by the authors), and on the rather steep cost (mea
sured in cents per printed page). There is little to be gained
from emphasising these: the volumes are clearly aimed at the
library market, and are apparently priced to sell there.
For once I haven’t followed my own advice. I would like to sug
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ship with its publisher, North-Holland. The latter seems to have
become too cosy and comfortable. Introducing a little competition
into the choice of publishers for future work, like much vaunted
privatisation here, should be of real benefit to all concerned.
John Lions
University of New South Wales

COATS, R.B., & VLAEMINKE, F.(1987): Man-Computer Inter
faces: An Introduction to Software Design and Implemen
tation, Blackwell Scientific Publications, London, 381pp.,
$AUS 61.00.
Perhaps it is appropriate to start off with a disclaimer stating what
this book is not. It is not a summary of the latest research findings
in the user interface field. Indeed, the authors state-very clearly that
it is an introductory text intended for undergraduates in Computer
Science, and the book must be read in that light. This is important
because the very title emphasizing Man, rather than Human as is
the term used world-wide nowadays, suggests that the approach
adopted in the book could be a little outdated.
Structurally, the text has a range of very nice features which, al
though highly desirable, are not often found even in fairly recent
texts. In particular, the discussion and programming exercise placed
at the end of each chapter really do encourage self-examination of
the material presented within the chapter. In addition, two complete
case studies and listings of all machine-independent code referred to
in the text are presented in the appendices. Personally, I would
have preferred some sample solutions to the exercises, giving the
student a chance to compare and validate his/her efforts. Alterna
tively, the exercises could form a good basis for projects completed
in class, yielding just such feedback to the keen student.
Another nice feature is the topic-specific bibliographies presented
at the end of each chapter. Reading lists are kept short, and refer
ences direct the student to specific book chapters and reasonably
brief papers, the selection of which is a nice cross section of the
literature. It would have been nice also to have a complete reference
list at the end of the book, as it is sometimes difficult to recall just
where a given text was presented in a list appended to individual
chapters. The choice of PASCAL as the ‘universal’ language serv
ing to illustrate ways in which abstractions can be implemented is
another sign of the thoroughness with which the text has been
prepared; PASCAL is, as the authors argue, easy to read syntacti
cally and can be readily transferred into other languages such as C
or APL.
The division of the text into 12 individual chapters ranging from
approximately 12 to 35 pages each seems just right for an under
graduate text. It strikes a nice balance in that it allows introduction
of important concepts in a very readable fashion without going into
unnecessary depth. The selection of topics is broad and reasonable;
none of the important issues seems to have been left out. One may
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perhaps wonder at the large amount of space devoted to traditional
dialogue structures which takes up two chapters, whereas the con
cept of intelligent interfaces occupies a single, reasonably brief
chapter. However, this point really amounts to personal preference
rather than a criticism.
Given that this is a text book, it would be nice if definitions of
concepts were given in a consistent format throughout. Definitions
could be highlighted in a conspicuous way when introduced; they
could be indicated by italics in the index to distinguish definitions
from other references to the same concept, or they could be pre
sented in a separate glossary. As it stands, it is sometimes a little
tedious to locate definitions in the text from the Table of Contents
or from the index.
The main emphasis of the text is on introducing concepts and dis
cussing ‘how to’ implement recipes for the abstractions presented,
although attempts are made to explain the rationales underpinning
accepted guidelines for other aspects of interface design. Personally,
I would have preferred more discussion devoted to some of the dif
ficulties associated with establishing guidelines; certain grey areas
are dealt with in a fashion which give the student little feel for the
controversy and unreliability that makes the cognitive aspects.of in
terface design problematic. Highlighting techniques are, for exam
ple, discussed (pp. 42-45), but only in the light of how to achieve
different effects; which techniques should be used under what cir
cumstances, or how much highlighting will actually benefit the user,
is not explored in detail. Similarly, statements such as ‘the essence
of a supportive dialogue is that it should provide adequate support,
neither too little nor too much’ (p. 79) yield no information about
the amount of data the human brain can cope with in different
situations; such statements almost make it seem as if everyone
‘knows’ just how much is ‘about right’. Yet, we know that our in
tuition should not be relied upon; the human element is not as trivi
al as the book could suggest by the lack of emphasis on cognitive
complexities and through numerous statements such as those select
ed here.
The overall impression is one of a good, solid text, well thought
through and with many positive features; it appears to fill a hole by
providing a special introduction to user interface design. I certainly
would use it in class at the current price, although I would also
keep my eyes open for a more integrated text. In the very opening
paragraph the authors refer to the multidisciplinary nature of user
interface research. Yet, both authors are apparently computer
scientists, and all the consulting editors listed are, likewise, in the
purely technical field. This is interesting, since many of the most
prominent HCI researchers with a psychological background reside
in England where this book was published. May one suggest that it
is time we start practising what we preach and establish actual mul
tidisciplinary teams even for writing textbooks? I think we all stand
to gain a lot in that respect.
Gitte Lindgaard
Telecom Australia Research Laboratories

NEWS BRIEFS
"News Briefs from the Computer Worlds" is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas develop
ments in the computer industry including new pro
ducts, and other topical events of interest.

Directors of all the courses are from its two
founding institutes. Without CITRI’s
rationalisation of their resources it is unlikely
the courses could have been offered, says Dr
Balbin.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
While CITRI is soonto have its own home
OUTLOOK IMPROVES
The outlook for employment in areas of between the two institutes, in Melbourne’s
Knowledge Precinct, the courses will be con
Information and Communication Technol
ogy is made considerably brighter by a new ducted on their respective campuses.
CITRI’s charter includes fostering innova
initiative from The University of Melbourne
and
RMIT Victoria University of tion in Information and Communication
Technology within Australia.
Technology.
By substantially upgrading research and
By combining their resources under the
collaborative organisation, CITRI, the insti qualifications, in the area of Information
tutes are offering three new masters degrees, Technology, it expects the market for infor
by course work. They apply to professionals mation technology products and systems will
wanting to formalise their on-the-job expe be broadened. As a consequence, job oppor
rience as well as graduates from a range of tunities will be increased.
In fact the courses are of profound signifi
disciplines.
The courses are available as either part or cance to Australia’s economy. More local
innovation and production of Information
full-time study and come into operation in
1991. All meet the criteria for training under Technology will mean reduced imports in this
area. Annually these products and skills
the government training levy.
The masters courses are offered in Engi account for $4 billion of the national deficit.
CITRI aims to increase expert orientation
neering (Information Technology); Applied
of the Australian Information Industry and to
Science in Information Technology; and in
make its products internationally
Cognitive Science.
competitive.
CITRI’s Masters by Coursework Coordi
Improved qualifications, new products
nator, Dr Isaac Balbin, says there has already
been a lot of interest expressed in the courses. and advanced computer and communications
systems will also help other Australian indus
It has come from diverse areas ranging from
businesses wanting to develop the careers of tries to become more productive.
The Masters of Engineering (Information
existing staff while looking to improve their
company’s position, as well as individuals Technology) is designed to provide the
from a range of industries and academic knowledge, skill and attitudes considered
backgrounds, including some who do not necessary to adapt and lead product devel
opment in information technology. It encom
hold a degree.
He points out that the courses offer passes both advanced computer and com
“demonstrable” technology transfer. Stu munication technology with an emphasis on
dents will be undertaking projects that will modern communications and transmission
use technology they can take back in to their systems.
The Masters of Applied Science in Infor
workplace.
Students have also contributed to the mation Technology covers advanced tech
course design by helping to identify areas in niques in artificial intelligence, database sys
tems, software engineering and graphics. It
which greater expertise is needed.
“Selection for entry to the courses will be will ensure the increased effectiveness of
based on a number of elements, although nat computer people as Knowledge Engineers,
Information Systems Analysts, Software
urally these vary from course to course.
"We are here to encourage people to Engineers, Database Managers, Specialist
upgrade their qualifications, so we recognise Programmers, Project Leaders or Informa
we may need to be more flexible than usual tion Managers.
These two courses, to be conducted at
about the qualifications required for selec
tion. This doesn’t mean we will drop our RMIT, include a professional development
standards to accommodate someone,just that component which addresses management
issues as they relate to people, projects and
each case will be considered on its merits.
“So it is possible that someone without a information technology.
The Masters Degree in Cognitive Science
degree but who holds a position such as a DP
Manager and who has 15 to 20 years expe which will be held at The University of Mel
rience, with high exposure to computers, bourne, is a unique, interdisciplinary
could qualify for entrance.
course. It centers around questions about
“As well, we are offering “bridging” mind, knowledge, language, perception
and action and has a particularly wide
courses which will enable students with the
potential,
to
meet
our
entrance base from which to draw students.
Amongst the relevant disciplines are com
requirements.”
puter science, engineering, linguistics,
CITRI to foster Information Technology
mathematics, neurosciences, philosophy and
CITRI stands for the Collaborative Infor psychology. The course explores links
mation Technology Research Institute, between these diverse areas.

From 1991 there are 20 places available in
the Cognitive Science course, 16 in the Engi
neering and 40 in the Applied Science course.
However plans are underway to expand these
numbers during future years.
For further details please contact Dr Isaac
Balbin on (03) 660 2803, fax (03) 662 1617.
FORMATION OF INSTITUTE FOR
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
AND ASSURANCE
A multi-million dollar purchase of an
advanced computer system for the defence
Science and Technology Organisation’s
(DSTO) Surveillance Research Laboratory
has led to the formation of a new Institute for
Computer Systems Engineering and Assu
rance (ICSEA) at the Levels campus of the
South Australian Institute of Technology.
On Friday 23 November the Premier of
South Australia, Mr John Bannon, inaugu
rated ICSEA at a ceremony at the Levels
attended by senior Defence, Institute and Dig
ital Equipment Corporation (Australia) Pty
Limited executives and many representatives
of government and industry organisations.
An offsets agreement was part of the sale
by Digital Equipment of a super computer
with vector processing capability to DSTO’s
Surveillance Research Laboratory at Salis
bury. Among the offsets Digital Equipment
offered was the setting up of a training,
research and consultancy programme for
computer systems engineering and assurance
including, in particular, the development of
large software systems.
Digital Equipment suggested the most
appropriate environment for ICSEA would
be the SA Institute of Technology’s School of
Mathematics and Computer Studies at the
Levels. Digital will contribute over $1.5 mil
lion in computer equipment and other support
to help establish ICSEA.
ICSEA will provide courses in advanced
software engineering project management
and quality assurance techniques for staff of
the DSTO, South Australian industries and
government departments and carry out
related research and consulting work. It will
be located at the Levels Campus in a new
$4.5 million building to be constructed for the
Signal Processing Research Institute, the
newly formed Australian Space Industry
Development Centre and the Institute of
Technology’s Transport Control Group.
The Levels research centres and the adja
cent Technology Park are part of a larger
complex of research and high technology
development institutions now being consi
dered by the South Australian Government.
Professor R.S. Northcote, Head of Compu
ter Studies in the School of Mathematics and
Computer Studies, will be the first Director of
ICSEA. His deputy will be Dr A.J. Sobey, at
present a lecturer in Computer Studies. Pro
fessor Northcote described ICSEA as poten
tially one of the most important centres in
Australia to assist in high technology soft-
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ware development for large scale strategic
computing systems projects.
“Few high technology advances will be
possible in Australia unless our research in
this field is capable of competing with the best
outside this country. If in Australia we are to
be successful in building large software sys
tems, we must include first rate training and
research facilities in software engineering for
Australian industry and government agen
cies,” he said.
Professor Northcote said academic staff
for ICSEA would be recruited in response to
demand for its courses from government and
industry, but initial courses would be pro
vided by existing staff in Computer Studies
and Computer Systems Engineering.
Research at ICSEA will get its first fund
ing from a Digital Equipment grant of
$170,000 which it is hoped will be aug
mented by Federal and State government
agencies and South Australian companies.
It is planned that the Institute of Technol
ogy, founded more than a century ago as the
School of Mines and Industry, will become
the University of South Australia, the State’s
third and largest university on 1 January
1991. In recent years its research achieve
ments in engineering, applied science and the
health sciences have won the Institute
national, and in some areas, international
recognition.
TWO ONE-DAY PROGRAMMES
Coming to grips with the major issues in
Computer Law: Melbourne, 12 March 1991,
Savoy Park Plaza; Sydney, 20 March 1991,
Ramada Renaissance Hotel.
Negotiating Computer Contracts: Mel
bourne, 13 March 1991, Savoy Park Plaza;
Sydney, 21 March 1991, Ramada Renais
sance Hotel.
HR Pty Ltd has put together these two
intensive one-day programmes on Computer
Law and Negotiating Computer Contracts.
Both these programmes are packed with
essential information on the legal issues
affecting the computer industry brought to
you by an authoritative panel of experts in
their fields.
In order to obtain a printed brochure out
lining conference details, or to have your
queries answered regarding these two events,
please contact John Butterworth at IIR on
(02) 929 5366. The cost of attending, includ
ing conference documentation, lunch and
refreshments is $695 for one day or $ 1095 for
both days.
1991 MATHEMATICS-IN-INDUSTRY
STUDY GROUP
The seventh Mathematics-in-Industry
Study Group will be held at the South Austral
ian Institute of Technology from Monday 11
February to Friday 15 February 1991. The
meeting is relevant to all who are interested in
the transfer of mathematical ideas and tech
nology to Australian industry. Applications

are invited from research workers or techni
cal managers in industry who would like to
propose scientific problems for consideration.
Goals
The Study Group is expected to be of
benefit to all participants. Particular goals
include:
— To stimulate greater awareness in Aus
tralian industry of the need for and role of
mathematics.
— To establish better links between industry
and academic mathematicians.
— To provide improved university education
of mathematicians through expanded
employment prospects for mathematics
graduates, fresh research problems for
mathematicians, innovative material for
teaching courses.
— To provide Australian industry with high
level mathematical advice on challenging
problems, and to provide an opportunity
for industrial scientists to receive expert
training in mathematical modelling.
Procedure
The format of the Study Group will be
basically unchanged from previous years and
about 50 industrial researchers and profes
sional mathematicians are expected to attend.
The Committee will identify about six indus
trial problems which are of practical impor
tance and amenable to mathematical model
ling. These problems will be considered
collaboratively by the mathematicians during
the Study Group. The Study Group avoids
routine consulting problems and concentrates
instead on problems which require a brain
storming approach. A modest fee is charged
for consideration of problems, and opportuni
ties are available for detailed follow-up work.
The previous six Study groups have consi
dered a total of 44 wide-ranging problems
from some 25 separate companies or
organisations.
Further Information
Further information (including details of
the previous Study Groups) can be obtained
from the Committee Director, Dr N.G. Bar
ton, CSIRO Division of Mathematics and Sta
tistics, PO Box 218, Lindfield, NSW 2070.
Telephone (02) 413 7702, fax (02) 4169317.
PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL AWARD
TO GRIFFITH STUDENT
Griffith University student, Beverley
Aubrey, has been awarded the prestigious
Australian Information Technology Award
for Student of the Year 1990.
Beverley is currently doing her honours
degree in the concentration area of artificial
intelligence at the University’s Division of
Science and Technology.
Sponsored by the Australian Computer
Society and Pacific Computer Weekly,
Beverley’s award was presented at the recent
Australian Computing Conference ’90 at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel on the Gold Coast.
“I received a very impressive trophy to

mark the occasion and was fortunate to meet
a number of people in the computing indus
try,” she said.
“It was wonderful, but a shock all the
same.”
The paneljudging the applicants was look
ing, not only for a good academic record, but
also some involvement in software produc
tion, especially in business or industry. Bever
ley could offer both.
In April this year she received two highlyprized computer industry awrds recognising
her achievement: The Australian Computer
Society Prize, for the best academic perfor
mance over the whole degree programme;
and the $250 Sun Microsystems Prize for the
best final year academic performance.
She had also produced a technical report at
the Defence, Science and Technology Organ
isation in Adelaide, as well as developing an
expert system for the Department of
Employment, Education and Training.
Beverley is planning to join the workforce
next year, although further research is a defi
nite goal for the future.
ACER DONATES COMPUTER FOR
INFRARED RESEARCH
Acer Australia Pty Ltd has donated one of
its latest computers, a model 1100/33 to the
Infrared Detector Group in the University’s
School of Physics. The computer, which fea
tures an 80386 processor running at 33 MHz
is one of the next generation of very fast and
powerful personal computers. It will be used
by the Infrared Group initially to help with the
design of electronic circuitry, which will later
be built on circuit cards which plug into the
computer itself. At the stage the computer
will become part of a self-contained infrared
camera, able to produce images of heat radia
tion from a great variety of sources, ranging
from people, machinery to astronomical
objects.
At the presentation of the computer on 28
August, Professor John Storey, leader of the
infrared project, thanked Acer’s Australian
General Manager, Mr Rick Lei. “Support
from local industry is particularly important
for university research groups at this time,”
said Professor Storey. “The ARC is often
reluctant to fund computing equipment, and
donations of state-of-the-art machines such
as this can make all the difference between
success and failure in a research project.”
The infrared detector project is a collabor
ative venture between the School of Physics
and the Joint Microelectronics Research Cen
tre (JMRC). The detector arrays, which com
bine platinum silicide Schottky and MOS
CCD technology, are fabricated at the JMRC.
In the School of Physics, all the necessary
electronics, optical components and cry
ogenic systems are added to produce com
plete imaging systems. The research is pres
ently funded by the ARC, and by a Gird grant
with BHP, AWA and Hawker de Havilland.
For more information, contact Dr O.
Chang on 697 4593.

